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(ABSTRACT)

This study proposes an Architectural Expert System (AES) to act as a design partner for ar-

chitectural designers. Architectural designers are faced with a very complex task of searching

a solution space, which is a labyrinth of several domains ranging from social to cultural, and

from aesthetic to scientific. With the number of domains come a number of experts of that

domain. After progressing through tedious analytical procedures involving the physical prin-

ciples in architecture, and applying the knowledge of experience, the experts are able to

convert the raw data into useful design guidelines.

Research in the field of Artificial intelligence has developed techniques which can capture

such expertise in a computer program, which then emulates the expert. This technology is

know as Expert System (ES). This study has used this technology to develop a system to aid

architectural design. An AES model is derived from literature review. As the nature of a

system based on this model is complex and would require custom built software, an alterna-

tive is developed based on the derived model. Based on this alternative, a prototype is de-

veloped for energy audit and energy conservation by capturing the expertise of an energy

conscious design expert. This prototype module is one component of the sub·system of AES

and provides an example for further modules. E
Various areas such as design, architecture, artificial intelligence and expert systems technol- '
ogy, and energy conscious design and energy conservation converge, and become parts of {

this study. E
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CHAPTER 1 Inroduction

1.1 Problem

The building process began when primitive man needed protection from undesirable climate

and natural factors. As an an individual, he built with the materials around him by working

out a method of putting them together.
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Figure 1. Evolution of building industry
Source: Paterson, J., 1977 (1)
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Even by the Eighteenth century, the design problem was still at such a scale that lt could onen ,

be encompassed by one person and the information flow was something which could

becontainedwithin the minds of a few people. Comparatively recently the situation has changed

to one wherein we have multiple client/users, employing multiple design teams to design

constructions which are executed by multiple contractors and sub-contractors. This transfor-

mation is represented in Figure 1. Figure 2 suggests it is easy to search for solution when

the options are few, but with increased search space it becomes necessary to group the data

to reduce the search. Such a process has influenced the information use and handled by

single individual, but is now shared between various experts of several disciplines to arive

at a solution.
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Figure 2. Data search
Source: Paterson, J., 1977 (2)
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Most projects for design professionals involve more than one discipline. Three genericl

project classilications are addressed by the manual of professional practice (3). They are (
l

Architectural·design project, Engineering-design project and design/construct project. As il· l

lustrated in Figure 3, architectural professionals are among the consultants in two out of the

*

three project types. Expansion of design knowledge has resulted in the sub·division of the

process into discrete disciplines controlled by "experts". The effect this compartmentalization

has had on the design process is made obvious in the numerous disciplines currently required

to co-operate in the design and construction of a complex building (5) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Design process :Source:Harfmann, 1987 (6) . (
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Because of the large quantities of data and information, and sub-divisions of the design I

process, the designers must rely on several experts. The domains involved impose several
criteria and constraints. An experienced designer then proposes solutions and tests them for
constraints and specified criteria iteratively until a satisfactory solution is found. How do ex-
perienced designers produce satisfactory solutions with minimal iteration'? How can these
criteria and constraints that an experienced designer intuitively applies be converted into de-
sign guidelines? How do we help the designer to increase productivity and efliciency?

l

CHAPTER 1 Introduction · 5 I
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1.2 Need for Study

Building designers move back and forth between defining problems, making decisions, finding

solutions, and other design activities in an iterative motion until an acceptable configuration

is reached. Design criteria and conditions seem to change constantly and cannot be well

defined (7).

Design may be described as a feedback process in which both the object being created and

the specification against which it is being manipulated are being iteratively adjusted in a

feedback cycle of dependence as the design proceeds. Patricia Mclntosh (8) explores the

nature of spatial information as it is represented and used for decision making in architectural

design. She compares four paradigms developed by Mitchell, Eastman, Kalay and Coyne-

Gero. Each ofthe four paradigms incorporate some Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques such

as hierarchical ordering, if·then rule set, etc. The models are oriented toward intelligent

programs manipulating qualitative and quantitative information as the abstraction in the de-

sign process progresses. These four paradigms of computer-aided-design systems rely on

graphical manipulation when qualitative and quantitative data change, and vice versa. This

would be the prerequisites for an ideal design tool. Though designers need such systems

today, they are extremely complex and would require several years with present day tech-

nology and theory.

Several procedures, methods and tools, especially computer software, are available which

provide indicators (output information). based on drivers (input information and data) (9).

These drivers can be any information about the existing or the proposed environment or other

criteria, while the indicators are usually some numeric data. Since the nature of these indi-

cators is quantitative, their usefulness is limited only to the experts or experienced designers.

For example daylight prediction programs will generate indicators in footcandles, energy

CHAPTER 1 Introduction
l
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analysis programs in Btu and so on, which only the experts can lnterpret and convert into

design information.

Faced with the complexity of the design process and the reduced time available to generate

solutions today’s designers would really like the ideal computer-aided-design systems to act

as intelligent design partners. While such a system is a long way from existence, the de-

signers could be assisted now by developing design aids and evaluation tools. Such tools,

though not participating directly in the design process could respond intelligently to quantita-

tive data and provide design guidelines just as an expert would. These tools should be ca-

pable of:

1. Integrating existing analytical procedures and methods;

2. Providing design guidelines using related indicators from the analytical process;

3. Containing a database;

4. Helping evaluation in an iterative process; and

5. Opening channels to other software packages.

lt is now possible to develop an architectural expert system containing modules for different

domains, with a capability to tutor and provide more information, and respond intelligently to

the drivers (inputs) of a particular problem. Such a development is been conducted by Prof.

Chiang, at the College of Architecture at Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State university.

CHAPTER 1 Introduction 7
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1.3 Purpose and objectives of the study

This study proposes an Architectural Expert System (AES) which is user friendly and responds

intelligently to design parameters provided as input. Such a tool provides designers with

guidelines relevant to their projects thus assisting them in their design process. The primary

objectives of this study are:

1. To define the AES and its components for architectural design;

2. To develop and test a Expert system module for the prototype; and

3. To study and identify a method for building the system and its modules.

1.4 Scope

The study is limited to:

1. Designing Architectural Expert System (AES).

2. Defining and describing aes sub·systems and their components.

3. Constructing Expert System (ES) module to demonstrate the applicability of ES in archi-

tecture.

4. The domain selected for the ES is energy management of residential and light commercial

buildings with open architecture for interlinking with other domains.

5. Information and data for the knowledge base is drawn from and is therefore limited to the

New River Valley of Southwestern Virginia, U.S. A.

6. Energy analysis and evaluation techniques are based on research oompleted by Chiang

(energy expert) and used for knowledge engineering of the ES module.

° CHAPTER 1 Introduction 8
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1.5 Organization of the Study

:

Chapter 2 briefiy discusses the models and paradigms proposed and developed by various

proponents of automated design systems. This chapter also deals with the myths and facts

about existing Computer·Aided— Design systems. Chapter 3 is devoted to Artificial Intelligence

(Al) and ES within the context of this study. It deals briefiy with the history and the develop·

ments in Al and expert systems, providing necessary Al background for the study. ln chapter

4, a model for an AES is proposed and defined. A component ofa sub-system of this model,

described in the scope, is used for developing the prototype. Other components and the

particular component for development are dealt with at length. This chapter also discusses

the methods and equipment involved in developing the prototype. Results, findings and rec-

ommendations for future studies are provided in chapter 5. Various appendices include all the

necessary information, computer programs, diskettes, etc. which could not be dealt with in the

chapters. Towards the end is a consolidated bibliography and list of readings.

CHAPTER 1 Introduction 9
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CHAPTER 2 Literature review

This chapter documents current literature on design automation and Computer-Aided-Design (CAD)

system. Section 2.1 reviews the various theories, paradigms and models of design automation. Section
2.2 review the CAD systems, and 2.3 summerizes the literature review from which emerges a possible

l
model of design automation which forms the basis for this thesis.

2.1 Design automation

The review of some models, theories and paradigms in design automation show 'graphic

manipulation' as the key. Kim (1) suggest that the design specifications and the design itself

should be developed simultaneously, in light of each other, towards fulfillment of the design

intent and intelligence machines can effectively uncover the teleological structure and design

intent implicit in the client's desire. Further, the potential of the same machine intelligence

as an 'idea generator,' the next phase of development of the 'designing machine,' is dem-

onstrated. Such machine could generate the image of the solution according the design intent

if the machine has a symbolic configurational description of the solution. Developing appro-

priate language for the description of design ideal is critical. Macintosh (2) explores the na-

ture of spatial information as represented and used for making architectural decisions. Her

study develops an understanding in paradigms for CAD and spatial modelling by reviewing

models developed by Mitchell, Eastman, Kalay and Coyne. These models incorporate intelli-

gent techniques. Eastman (3) argues that solid modelling has failed to provide a single unilied

database for a complete building description, which could be used for automatic generation

CHAPTER 2 Literature revlevv 11
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of drawings and a basis for iterative analysis. Yessios (4) shows an alternative approach by

presenting the theories and implementation of void modelllng. This theory accommodates the

representation and manipulation of classes of objects that are containers of other objects,

such as space enclosures. He extends solid modelllng by adding a level of semantics that

makes it possible to dlstinguish solids from voids computationally, and thereby to resolve

some ofthe limitations of solid modelllng shown by Eastman.

Research in development of machines to generate alternative floor plans has been conducted

since 1957. Shaviv and Gall (5), and Kalay and Shaviv (6) developed models for the purpose

of solving design layout problems by means of generative and evaluative methods. These

models produced graphics or machine-drawn layouts as their final product. Flemming (7) in-

troduces another significant development in design automation by discussing the principles

related to the derivation and use of shape grammar. He showed how shape grammars can

be generated from a particular corpus of architects and then used as a means to analyze and

synthesize buildings of the same kind. This requires graphic capabilities.

Non of these models and theories view graphic capabilities, and graphical manipulation as a

separate entity to be controlled by intelligent central command of an auto-design machine.

This may be due to the fact that the Expert Systems (ESs), a sub-set of Artificial intelligence,

have come on the scene very recently as commercial applications. ESs can apply quantitative

data about the design to suggest alternatives, or to assist designers in the iterative process

of analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

Design abstraction and design evaluation are fundamental processes used to represent and

predict the performance of an architectural product. ln a rationaledecision making design

conte><t, algorithmic and knowledge-based computer programs can support these processes.

Schmitt (8) demonstrates the application of Architectural Expert Systems (AES) by applying the

concepts of ESs. The systems developed assist design abstraction and evaluation. Hestatesthat

AES are expected to solve many problems by supplying computer aided abstraction

andCHAPTER2 Literature review 12 {
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evaluatlon tools with reasoning capabilities. He demonstrates the applications of AES in de-

sign abstraction through two examples, and another sample application shows ESs in con-

ceptual design evaluation. Once again the graphic manipulation is an integral part of the

system. Shapiro and Geller (9) discuss how the powerful techniques of artificial intelligence

may be applied to developing intelligent maintenance assistant systems. They state that

methods of knowledge representation in artilicial intelligence enable reasoning about objects

and forms, and their position, their attributes and the mechanisms of attribute inheritance

along class, part-whole, and relevance hierarchies.

The remainder of the literature, in general, reveals that information on Expert Systems (ESs)

for architectural application focuses on one of the three issues: (a) difticulties of ESs applica-

tion for architecture (b) identitied areas of application and (c) speculations in the form of pro-

posed models and paradigms.

2.2 CAD: Computer-Aided Design and Design Automation

Another direction in computer-aided-design is the inundation of CAD packages on the market.

Several CAD programs are available, each addressing the needs of a particular profession.

A program developed for one profession is usually not very useful for another. Stahl (10)

sugested that CAD can be set apart from pencil and paper by integrating them with the

branch of Al known as expert systems, while Petrich (11) points out that present CAD systems

with their astounding capabilities are facilitaters of the drawing/dratting process. Such opin-

ions have been around for a while amongst the researchers. MacCallum and Duffy (12), after

examining the developments in CAD systems, came to the conclusion that the greatest ad-

vances in the application of computers have been the assistance in ’number crunching’ for

design analysis, and the development of specialized systems for limited design tasks. A sur-

vey of CAD softwares (13) indicates improvement over previous versions of the packages. The

CHAPTER 2 Literature revlew
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criteria for evaluation being two and three dimensional graphic capabilities, hardware com- !

patibility, user-friendliness of the interface, cost and speed.

Donald P. Greenberg, professor of computer graphics at Cornell is one of the foremost re-

searchers in CAD. He claims the major reason computers are not really being used in the

design process is that the software has not satisfied the unique characteristics and quirks of

architectural design. He argues that today’s CAD tools are suited for more structured appli-

cations such as engineering and stifle the creativity of the architect. The programs are not

only difficult to use but they are unequipped to accommodate the iterative process of design

(14).

Notable, among CAD programs are Skyline (15) developed by Skidmore, Owen and

MerrilI(SOM) of Chicago, and Archibus ll developed by Jung/Brannen, which incorporate some

automation techniques. The Architectural/Engineering Systems developed by SOM structures

information about a created environment according to the geometric location of its elements,

becoming a data base for all kinds of information (16). Archibus ll, first developed around 1986

by Jung/Brannen’s R & D Corporation integrates with existing software such as Autocad

(Drafting package), Multimate (wordprocessing-software), Dbase ll (database software), and

Lotus 1-2-3 (spreadsheet software), giving architects the ability to store data about building

components by linking to the drawings in CAD,and allowing generation of speciücation via the

spreadsheet software.

2.4 Summary

Various theories, models and paradigms reviewed in section 2.1 of this chapter show the

vantage points from which the design process and design automation is observed by various

researchers. As concluded by Majkowski (17), a more general model may be developed to I

CHAPTER 2 Literature revlew 14 .
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complement and augment each other. Secondly, the majority of these models depend on [

graphic manipulation and graphic language development as an approach to design auto-
'

mation. Although graphic manipulation is a Iogical step in the automated design process for

architectural designers, it is a very complex one, and can be separated from other, useful and

less complex tasks. -

Present CAD systems, at best, are successful at mathematical and physical principles of the

design process. Such systems dexterously handle all drafting tasks and skills with improve-

ment in their speeds. At one end are various theories and models, while on the other are

e><tremely sophisticated dralting packages. But dralting is not design.

The branch of Artiücial Intelligence known as expert systems, applied in several other fields,

is gaining popularity among researchers in architecture as their ability to represent know-

ledge about objects and forms is explored. This indicates an emerging concept of automated

design assistance, with increasing importance on expert systems taking over as the central

control unit. An expert system at the central command, with open channels for communations

with other packages, is a possible approach to developing an automated design system. A

model of such a system is illustrated in Figure 5. This forms the experimental basis for this

study.

' CHAPTER 2 Literature review 15l
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CHAPTER 3 Artificial Intelligence and Expert

Systems

This chapter briefly outlines related areas of Artificial intelligence and expert systems. lt is by no means

an in-depth study, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Material relevant to the study is docu-

mented. This chapter is meant as an introduction and establishes a common vocabulary. The reader

wishing to pursue the matter in details should read the books in the list of references.

3.1 History of Artificial Intelligence and Expert systems

The genesis of Artificial Intelligence (Al) can be traced back to 1956, to a meeting at

Darthmouth college. Marvin Minsl<y, John MacCarthy, Nathaniel Rochester of IBM, and

Claude Shannon of Bell Laboratories instigated the meeting to discuss ways of simulating

thought with computers. The meeting not only gave birth to the term 'Artificial intelligence"

but also featured the announcement of what many consider the first real computer program

in Al- the first Expert System (ES) (1).

ln 1977 Feigenbaum changed the perspective of many works in AI, from formalism and infer-

ence to knowledge the systems possesed. DENDRAL, a project at Stanford was begun in 1967

to analyze and infer the plausible structures of unknown compounds. This project produced

the two systems, DENDRAL and METADENDRAL, now in use. MACSYMA, developed at M.I.T.,

is an ES for symbollc mathematics. EXPERT, is an expert-system-building language that
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evolved from CASNET. This ES is used for consultation in the diagnosis and treatment of

glaucoma. CADUCEUS, at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh, consists of large se-

mantic networks of relations between diseases and symptoms and diagnoses diseases while

MYCIN at Stanford, addresses the problem of diagnosing and treating infectious blood dis-

eases. Prospector, as the name suggests, helps determine mineral deposits (2). Based on

success of MYCIN, XCON was developed from the earlier version R1 at Carnegie-Mellon to

assist Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) in configuring computer systems (3). This high-

lights the major steps in the history of ES development. Table 1 gives the history at a glance. _

Table 1. Early expert systems

Source: Rolston, W. 0.,1988, p5.(4)

System Date Author Subject
Dendral 1965 Stanford Infers information about ehemical

structures
Macsyma 1965 MIT Performs complex mathernatical

analysis
Hearsay 1965 Carnegie-Mellon Naturahlanguage interpretation ür

subeetlanguage
Age 1973 Stanford Expert·system-generation tool
Mycin 1972 Stanford Diagnoeis ofblood disease
Teireeias 1972 Stanford Knowledge transformation tool
Prospector 1972 Stanford Res. Inst. Mineral exploration and

identiücationtool
Rosie 1978 Rand Experuystem-buildingteol
OPS5 1974 Carnegie-Mellon Expert·system·building tool
R1 1978 Carnegie-Mellon Conügurator for DEC computer

equipment
Caduceua IM5 Univ. of Pittsburgh Diagnoetic tool for internal

medicine
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3.2 About AI and E5

What is Artificial intelligence? Charniak (5) defines artificial intelligence as the the study of

mental faculties through the use of computational models. Several sub-areas exist within Al

research such as robotlcs, natural language comprehension, medical diagnosis, etc. There

are Al programs to do mathematics, predict the presence of mineral deposits, use TV cameras

to see the world and identify what there is, verify the designs of electronic components, and

much more. Figure 6 shows some commercial offsprings ofAl research conducted during the

last tive years.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Natural EXPERT _
Language SYSTBAS R°b°t°°s

lmproved Human Exploratory
· Interfaces Programming

Figure 6. Offsprings of AI research
Source Harmon, P.,(6)

Expert systems are commercially successful as they can be applied to areas involving ex-

pertise.
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What is an ES?
Several definition of ES are found in the literature. A few are presented here as an overview

and for comparison.

An ES is a program that manifests some combination of concepts, procedures and

techniques derived from recent Al research. These techniques allow people to design

and develop computers systems that use knowledge and inference techniques to ana-

lyze and solve problems (7).

An ES is sort of a 'canned expert,' preserved somehow inside one of the funny boxes

called a computer (8).

An expert system is a rule-based AI application program for doing a task which re-

quires expertise (9).

A human expert is someone who has a specialized body of knowledge and is able to

apply it to solve problems, to advise, to act as a consultant, and to communicate his

knowledge with others. An expert system is a computer system which is able to enact

a similar role (10).

An expert system is a computer application that solves complicated problems that

would otherwise require extensive human expertise. To do so, it simulates the human

reasoning process by applying specific knowledge and inferences (11).

All these definitions suggest that ESs are computer programs designed to emulate an expert

at problem solving. To do so, the program captures specific knowledge and inferring tech-

niques of the expert.

ESs are used to perform a variety of e><tremely complicated tasks that in the past could be

performed by only a limited number of highly trained human experts. Through the applica-

tions of Al techniques, ESs captures the basic knowledge that allows a human to act as an

expert when dealing with complicated problems.
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Of the various definitions presented above the one by Rolston (11) succinctly states every

facet of the concept of ES. ,

Characteristics of Expert System

Ideally an ES can be characterized as including the following:

• Extensive specific knowledge from the domain of interest
• Application of search techniques
• Support for heuristic analysis
• Capacity to infer new knowledge from existing knowledge
• Symbolic processing
• An ability to explain its own reasoning

3.3 Types of Expert Systems

Interpretation systems include surveillance, speech understanding, image analysis,

chemical structure elucidation, signal interpretation, and many kinds of intelligence

analysis. An interpretation system explains observed data by assigning to them symbolic

meanings describing the situation or system state accounting for the data.

Prediction systems include weather forecasting, demographic predictions, traffic pred-

ictions, crop estimations, and military forecasting. A prediction system typically employs

a parametric dynamic model with parameter values fitted to the given situation. Conse-

quences inferable from the model form the basis of the predictions, By ignoring proba-

bility estimates, prediction systems can generate large number of possible scenarios.

Diagnosis systems include medical, electronic, mechanical, and software diagnosis,

among others. Diagnosis systems typically relate observed behavioral irregularities with
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underlying causes, using one of two techniques. One method essentially uses a table of

association between behaviors and diagnoses. The other method combines knowledge

of system design with knowledge of potential flaws in design, implementation, or compo-

nents to generate candidate malfunctions consistent with observations.

Design systems develop conligurations of objects that satisfy the constraints of the design

problem. Such problems include circuit layout, building design, and budgeting. Design

systems construct descriptions of objects in various relationships with one another and

verify that these contigurations do not violate the stated constraints. In addition, many

design systems attempt to minimize an objective function that measures costs and other

undesirable properties of potential designs. This view of the design problem can

subsume goal·seeking behavior as well, with the objective function incorporating meas-

ures of goal attainment.

Planning systems specialize in problems of design concerned with objects that perform

functions. They include automatic programming as well as robot, project, route, com-

munication, experiment, and military planning problems. Planning systems employ

models of agent behavior to infer the effects of the planned agent activities.

Monitoring Systems compare observations of system behavior to features that seem

crucial to successful plan outoomes. These crucial features, or vulnerabilities, corre-

spond to potential flaws in the plan. Generally, monitoring systems identify vulnerabilities

in two ways. One type of vulnerability corresponds to an assumed condition whose vio-

Iation would nullify the plan’s rationale. Another kind of vulnerability arises when some

potential effect of the plan violates a planning constraint. These correspond to malfunc-

tions in predicted states. Many computer-aided monitoring systems exist for nuclear

power plant, air traffic control, diseases, regulatory system, and tiscal and management

tasks.
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Debugging systems prescribe remedies for malfunctions. These systems rely on plan- l

nlng, design, and prediction capabilities to create specifications or recommendations for T
correcting a diagnosed problem.

Repair systems develop and execute plans to administer a remedy for some diagnosed

problem. Such systems incorporate debugging, planning, and execution capabilities.

Computer·aided systems occur in the domains of automotive, network, avionic, and

computer maintenance, as well as others.

Instruction systems diagnose and debug student behaviors. They incorporate diagnosis

and debugging subsystems that specilically address the student as the system of interest.

Typically these systems begin by constructing a hypothetical description of a student’s

knowledge that interprets the student’s behavior. Then they diagnose weaknesses in the

student’s knowledge and identlfy an appropriate remedy. Finally they plan a tutorial

interaction intended to convey the remedial knowledge to the student.

Expert control systems adaptively govern the overall behavior of a system. To do this, the

control system must repeatedly interpret the current situation, predlct the future, diag-

nose the causes of anticipated problems, formulate a remedial plan, and monitor its ex-

ecution to ensure success. Problems addressed by control systems include air trafiic

control, business management, battle management, and mission control.
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Architecture of an Expert System

Figure 7 shows the model of the ES

KNOWLEDGE BASE

INFERENCE ENGINE I
i'°j°‘°'

lnference Control "

°'SulsystamSubsystem Interface

EXPERTOFI USER ·
KNOWLEDGE EINGINEER

Figure 7. Architecure of ES: various components of the system
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3.4.1 Knowledge Base

The knowledge base is a storehouse of knowledge primitives such as basic facts, procedural

rules and heuristics. Extensive domain specific knowledge gives the system the capability to

act as an expert. The expert’s information (knowledge) on a particular subject (domain), is

collected and entered into the system. His information is of two types; active and passive.

Facts an expert knows to be true can be considered passive knowledge, while a method an

expert uses to make deductions or inferences about a subject can be considered as active

knowledge. _

The proposed system stores passive knowledge or facts in the frames and slots of instances.

Active knowledge or inference knowledge is contained in the rules. The rules typically have

an if-then form, so that if one combination of conditions become true the ’if’ part or antecedent

becomes true, the the consequence or the ’then, part to become true.

3.4.2 inference Engine

The inference engine is a mechanism which governs the application of rules to the factual data

when searching for a solution. lt uses a method known as pattern-matching to match

antecedents or consequences of rules to facts in the knowledge base. A simple example of

inference is:

1. lf Mr. X is a man

then

2. Mr. X is a human.

An inference was made by arriving at a new fact from the known fact by conducting a search

of knowledge space. For instance, a search for the new fact begins when the system is told

that Mr. Smith is man. Here the pattern matching occurs with the ’if’ part of the rule and the

system infers that Mr. Smith is human. Forward-chaining is used by the system for inference

in this case. Alternatively, the system could be questioned the desire to know what else Mr.
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Smith could be when he is human ? ln this case backward-chaining would infer that Mr. Smith

is a man. With a small number of rules the infering is easy, but as the systems get large and

complicated, i.e as the number of inference rules increases and the passive knowledge be-

comes complex, searching of the knowledge space presents a combinatorial explosion prob-

lem. To limit this problem different search strategies are applied, the most popular of them

being, forward—chaining, backward-chaining, and goal directed forward-chaining. For further

information on search strategies refer to Rolston (12) or Charniak (13).

3.4.3 Knowledge update

Knowledge of any domain constantly expands and changes, and thus requires updating. The

knowledge update facility is used to update or change knowledge according to the circum-

stances.

3.4.4 Explanation facllity

This facility provides reasons or explanation for the particular course of inference the system

selected. lt typically consists of identification of steps in the reasoning process and a justi-

fication for each process.

3.4.5 Working memory

This is temporary storage space for data during the consultation session. The information in

this memory may either be stored on to permanent media or purged depending on the users

choice.

3.5 Role of Knowledge in Expert Systems

What differentiates the ESs from traditional computer applications , is their capability to deal

with challenging real-world problems through the application of processes that reflect human
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3.5 Role ol Knowledge ln ExpertSystemsWhat

differentiates the ESs from traditional computer applications , is their capability to deal
with challenging real-world problems through the application of processes that reliect human

judgement and intuition. Figure 8 illustrates the difference between the convention and Ex-

pert computer systems.

User Knowledge lnlerence Explanation
Interface Base' Engine Facillty

User ·

' Alter 'compiIation.' this component is no I- -1
longer required in execution by the user. l Dan •

L•---1

a. Expert Systems

PYOQYIM
{ Interface I Code' : Compiler I

User · -—

Strong component
¤Weal: or noncritical component

b. Conventional Software Programs

Figure 8. Conventional versus Expert computer systems
Source: Hu, D., (12)

Expert derive their power from extensive domain—specilic knowledge. Thus knowledge-base

(KB) becomes the critical component of an ES. A KB contains the rules derived from facts,

procedures, heuristics and ru/es based on general concepts about the domain. These rules

are a set of IF-THEN or antecedent·consequent clauses, which when executed, use pattern

matching to arrive at solutions. The KB should not be confused with database which is non-
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3.5.1 Experts and thelr sources ofknowledgeThere

are many components of the knowledge that is the source of an expert’s ability to per-

form. They may generally be viewed as:

• Facts: Statements that provide elements of truth regarding the subject domain.

• Procedural rules: Well-defined, invariant rules that describe fundamental se-

quences of events and relations relative to the domain.

• Heuristic rules: General rules in the form of hunches or rules of thumb that sug-

gest procedures to be followed when invariant procedural rules are not available.

These are approximate and have generally been gathered by an expert through

years of experience.

ln addition, an expert also has a general conceptual model of the subject domain and an

overall scheme for tinding solutions.

3.5.2 Knowledge Representation Schemes

The representation schemes in common use are the result of extensive research and empir-

ical analysis. There is no universally accepted 'best' representation technique, and although

one scheme will generally be more applicable than another when evaluated relative to a

specific domain. The representations can be divided into two basic sub·divisions, (a) formal

and (b) informal. The primary formal systems in use derive from predicate logic. Frames,

scripts, production systerns and AOV triplets fall under the informal representation heading.

Since the ES shell used for developing the experimental prototype in this study uses the frame

structuring or the frame schema with rules for knowledge representation, only this form of

representation is discussed in detail. For further details on other schemas, see Rolston (15),

Charniak (16), Frost (17).
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Since the ES shell used for developing the experimental prototype ln this study uses the

framestructuringor the frame schema with rules for knowledge representation, only this form of

representation is discussed in detail. For further details on other schemas, see Rolston (13),

Charniak (14), Frost (15).

3.5.3 Frame Schema for Knowledge Representation

1. Frame: A frame, first introduced by tvlinsky (16), is a structure for organizing knowledge

with an emphasis on default knowledge. Each frame represents a general class of ob-

jects. They are used as templates to structure information, similar to a schema in a da-

tabase. A frame consists of a series of slots each of which represent a standard property

or attribute of the element represented by the frame. A slot is a place to systematically

store one component of past information regarding the represented class of elements. In

other words, slots describe and structure the attributes associated with the class of ob-

jects represented by a frame. For example, Figure 9 shows a frame and its slots.

am
Pnoresslou
uoaeiss

swsrmce

suesvenson

Figure 9. Frame: An illustration of a frame with its slots
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Each slot is ldentilied by the name of the correspondlng attribute and includes the value, {
or values, that can be associated with the slot. A default value for the slot may also be
indicated. In this example a person is represented by the frame with two slots profession
and hobbies, which representing the attributes ofthe general class ofobjects in this case

persons.

2. lnheritance: A frame system relies heavily on the concept of inheritance. Any given class
of objects can be included in several different frames that represent objects at different
levels of specification. A simple frame lattice consists ofa frame with slots and additional

child! children frames. For example, as shown in Figure 10 the frame employee may

have a parent frame named person; thus the frame employee becomes the child frame.

IEEEII
§
IIHIBHKEHHIIK

HOBBIES

IEEE

AGE of PERSON
HEIGHT of PERSON ‘
WEIGHT of PERSON
HOBBIES ot PERSON

EIlPLOYEE•NUNBER

Figure 10. Simple frame Iattice: Children frame inherit properties(slots) from the parent frame
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ln this case the frame employee wlll inherit slots age, height, weight and hobbies from its

parent frame person, and in addition can have the slots, such as job-title, division, and

€fTlplOy€€ fiUfTib€T.

inheritance may occur through multiple inheritance, i.e multiple parent frames, as shown

in Figure 11. ·

E
COMPANY·A5SE
IlßllLLÄEHI1
DEPTJIUUBER

EMPLOYEE _

WEIGHT ol PERSON

VALUE el COIIPNWASSET

DEPTMUHBER ef COMPANY·A$SE

EIIPLOYEEJIUNBE

Figure 11. Multiple inheritance: multiple inheritance occurs through different parent frames.

In this case the employee inherits slots from the frame person and frame company-

assets.

3. Procedural information in slots: Procedural information also can be associated with slots.

Such procedures give a slot added functionality. Some examples are, explanation—

strings, multiple values, default values, when-modified · if-needed and if—added, con-

Stl’8ll1t5 such 85 Of1€·Of 8fid l’8HQ€ 8iC.
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3.6 Knowledge Engineering

Knowledge engineering is the process of acquiring specitic~domain knowledge and building

it into the knowledge base. Knowledge may be acquired from a variety of sources, such as

documentation, existing information on computer systems and from human experts. A know-

ledge engineer (KE) generally performs these tasks and therefore ls a person who acquires

knowledge from domain experts and transports it to the knowledge base (for a detailed .

treatment of KE see Rolston (21), Harmon (22)). This knowledge must be stored in the system

in accordance with the system’s representation scheme and conventions. The knowledge

engineers task is subdivided into (a) Knowledge acquisition (b) Knowledge modelllng and (c)

Knowledge encoding.

3.6.1 Knowledge acquisition

This task includes obtaining information by interviewing experts and working with them to

formalize terms and eliminate vagueness and inconsistencies For this purpose the KE must

establish an overall understanding of the domain.

3.6.2 Knowledge modelllng

ln this process the KE organizes the information acquired from experts. The KE forms a

mental dictionary of the domain’s essential vocabulary and jargon, and develops a conceptual

tree of the acquired knowledge. The tree is formed by grouping and organizing the gathered

information under classes, and ordering the classes in a hierarchy structure provided by the

domain expert. The active knowledge (heuristics) is converted to inference rules in plain

english. The hierarchical structuring and the inference rules are then converted to the code

used by the specilic ES shell.
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3.6 3 KnowledgeencodingIn

this process the KE enters facts, rules, objects and relationship information into the system

in accordance with the syntax used by the system’s programming language.

i
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3.7 Expert System Development Procedure

The development procedure passes through three major phases.

1. Problem selection and prototype construction

2. Formalization and implementation

3. Evaluation and long term evaluation.

Probl•m $•l•ctIon F R
¤ •
II v
I I _
I Q '
m IPrototypo Construction

°fl

FR RI •
III y ·• II •
I IR RHI n

ER R
¤ •
I vII I
I •
I I

I.ong·T•rm Evoutlon ° P
II n•
r
V

Figure 12. ES life cycle: illustration shows ES life cycle model
soure: Ro/ston, (21).
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Figure 12 shows the systems development life-cycle model. For a detailed rendition on de-

i
velopment procedure refer Rolston, (21) and Harmon (22). Also one could study the methods

employed in the manuals of the ES shell used for development. These manuals usually doc-

ument the procedures with examples.

3.8 Categories of Expert systems tools

,

Expert systems building tools are classified in a number of different ways. lf the focus is on

l the overall knowledge representation techniques available in a tool, then current commer-

cially available tools can be divided into five general types:

1. inductive tools: are used where examples of correct analysis and decision-making

process are present, which may be used to guide further decision.

2. Simple rule·based tools: are used for working on problems which are unstruc-

tured.

3. Structured rule-based tools: are used where the problem requires contextual

structuring of the knowledge into if-then rules and rule sets.

4. Hybrid tools: are used when the problem is complex and requires inclusion of

features of several different paradigms.

5. Domain specific tools: are designed for developing ES for a specific domain so

that they responds to the idiosyncrasies of domains they are designed for.

Some problems demand inductive tools, while others require structured rule-based tools. In-

ductive tools generate rules from examples. Simple Rule-based tools use if-then rules to

represent knowledge. These tools can be run on personal computers and are most effective

if one wants to develop expert systems containing fewer than 500 rules. They are 'simple' in

contrast to "structured" rule systems (24).

Ä
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Hybrld tools represent the most complex expert systems development environments. Until

recently these tools were available only in LISP and ran only on LISP machines, VAX's, and

UNIX workstations configured for LISP. Mid·size hybrid tools is a new category of tools that

provide a number of knowledge representation paradigms and run on personal computers.

These tools use object·oriented programming techniques to represent elements of each

problem the system will work on as objects. An object, in turn, can contain facts, if~then rules,

or pointers to other objects. Hybrid tools are designed to build systems that contain 500 to

several thousand rules and could include the features of several different paradigms. They

usually facilitate the development of complex, graphically oriented user interfaces (25).

Why select Hybrid ?

Hybrid tools lack the narrow focus typical of large, structured rule based tools. They use
frames, objects, semantic networks, and a rich variety of inheritance techniques in a pro-

gramming environment that allows for the structures and relationships typical of more com-

plex expert knowledge.

In other words, the designers of hybrid tools did not restrict these tools to build a specific type

of knowledge system. instead, these tools can be used to build other tools that, in turn, will

be used by other developers to build other expert systems (26).
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CHAPTER 4 Methodology and Instrumentation

This chapter defines and describes the Architectural Expert System (AES) and its components,

documents the construction of a prototype Expert System (ES) and discusses the instrumen-

- tation used in the construction of the prototype. The following outlines the methodology:

1. AES design and definition.

2. Prototype construction methodology.

3. Prototype testing.

4.1 AES design and definition

l
The model of the AES was developed earlier while summarizing the literature review (see

section 2.3). This model illustrates an ideal AES but such a development has numerous diffi-

culties. Some of these are:

1. lt may take several years to build an AES system this complex

2. A customized software development is imperative as shown in literature review

(see section 2.1 ).

3. Extensive knowledge and team effort is necessary from the areas of architecture

and computer science.
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In light of these and other dilticulties not envisioned now, an alternative derived from this

j
model has been adopted. The alternative is developed around the criterion of adaptability of 1

compatible softwares now available. Figure 13 illustrates an alternative AES model. This

model allows the flexlbility of: (a) sectional or module by module development, (b) adopting

softwares for sub-system and component development that meet the criterion of compatibility.

ES CONSULTANT
MODULE 1

ll „iZT„‘?$¥,"„K;. il;Ä . ¤<=~1··‘¤”:§°§,:¤LY§·‘:”~¢~¤~

I/O UTILITY SYSTEM
USER atcommuc PAQKAGES

DATAans:"*°“‘*

·svouccuswcounumcxnou l wm ”°°ßS°“ocsrmr eususuzn
nnoaw. nauiczs

CAD SYSTEM

Figure 13. Architecture of AES: AES with its sub-system and their components.
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An AES maybe defined as a computer application for building design, architectural practice,

and building construction which assists the designer in the design process. lt performs ana-

Iytical, synthesis and evaluation procedures, which at present require individually operating

computer programs and extensive human expertise. Such an AES application should be ca-

pable of:

1. Intelligently assessing a conceptual design from the vantage point of experts of

various domains,

2. Providing design guidelines to a designer,

3. Evaluating the design at the end of every iteration cycle,

4. Analyzing the design alternatives and possibly synthesize or suggest synthesis,

5. Converting information based on data analysis into graphic drivers and imple-

menting changes on designers commands,

6. Be a storehouse of data, information and the idiosyncrasies of the designer,

7. Taking over the drawing and drafting skills.

8. Managing data and information related to the components ofdesign and generate

documents such as specilications, tender documents, etc, and

9. Acting as an consultant on any building and construction industry related domain.

The following describes the proposed AES. The four sub·systems of the AES are (a)

lnput/Output or l/O, (b) ES consultant (c) Utility system (d) computer aided drafting system or

CAD system.

4.1.1 IIO

The l/O sub-system consists of the main user Interface and the other peripheral hardware

devices as shown in Figure 13. The main user interface provides options to the user for

working with any sub·systems and their components, and with its own components as re-
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quired. The other components are the peripheral devices or hardware devices such as the

monitor, printers, plotters, storage devices such as disk and tape drives, optical storage de-

vices, communications and networking devices etc.

4.1.2 ES consultant

This sub-system consists of two communication components and several consultant modules

representing different domains involved in architectural design and construction (See

Figure 13). The ConsuItant’s user-Interface is accessed through the main user interface of the

I/O. This interface allows the user to select any consultation module of the consultant. Fol·

lowing are some of the most important consultation modules:

a. Architectural programming and program analysis

b. Site analysis and planning

c. Schematics

d. Circulation and building service core

e. Life safety(Building codes)

f. Enclosure

g. Energy

h. Structure

i. Heating, ventilating and air-conditioning

j. Plumbing

k. Lighting and daylighting

I. Power distribution

m. Communication and data processing

n. Acoustics

o. Building economics

p. Specitications
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q. Design documentation

r. Building type

s. Landscaping

t. others

These modules are individual ESs with links to other modules. This project develops one such

module as a prototype. The user can consult any module and then send the information to

any component of any sub·system. For example, the user at the end of a consultation session

may choose to send it to the data base of the utility sub-system or spreadsheet for storage

or documentation. The controllerlconverter is the third component of the ES consultant. This

component acts as an interpreter between the modules of the consultant and the components

of the other sub-system. lt is an ES which converts information output from the modules into

the format required by the other components, and converts and controls the information re-

quired by the modules. The other possible function it could perform is to provide graphic

drivers for implementation by the designer while in the CAD system.

4.1.3 Utility system

This sub/data·system contains the various utility software packages such as algorithmic

packages, databases, spreadsheets, wordprocessors and desktop publishers and the tutorial

units or packages. The main function of this sub-system is to share, manage and store infor-

mation, undertake the algorithmic drudgeries and perform all secretarial/clerical tasks. The

other important task it performs is to tutor the user in the use of system, sub-system and the

consultant’s modules, walking through examples.
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4.1.4 CAD system

This sub—system performs all the drafting tasks and Interfaces with consultant’s module and

components of other sub-systems to Intellectually assist the designer in his creative pursults.

The preceding components broadly define and describe the AES which is feasible and can be

developed a section at a time. The ne><t section describes the construction methodology of

the prototype module.
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4.2 Prototype construction methodology

Figure 14 illustrates the portion of the AES constructed.
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Figure 14. Consultant module: Shows the components of AES used for Prototype construction.

One of the aims of this work was to develop a ES for architectural application as a prototype.

The prototype is composed of a single consultant module ofthe AES making this the Iirst step

in the construction of the AES. This module is constructed for the domain of energy conser-

vation in residential and light commercial building. Energy audit survey and conservation
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techniques developed by Chiang (1) were used as the passive knowledge (see section 3.4.1)

for the module.

The prototype consists of three components: —

• consultant's user-interface
• Module: ES for energy audit
• Output devices: printer and monitor

S

• lnput: Keyboard

The method of construction is based on the techniques prescribed by the shell used in this

construction. A shell is a ES building tool or computer program. The knowledge engineering

tasks discussed in section 3.6 are employed for the construction of the module. These are

knowledge acquisition, knowledge modelling and knowledge encoding. The other task is de-

veloping the user interface construction. The following will brielly describe the module con-

struction procedure:

4.2.1 Knowledge acquisition

The knowledge about any speciüc domain is acquired from published information and experts.

The published information generally constitutes the passive or factual knowledge while the

active knowledge required for inference is provided by domain expert. ln this case the

knowledge is extracted from the published and unpublished information of research done by

Chiang (1) Professor in College of Architecture and Urban Studies at Virginia Polytechnic ln-

stitute and State University, and an energy design expert. Appendix A contains this informa-

tion consisting of signiticance of the energy problem, energy conservation techniques and

energy audit: baseline survey. The section on baseline survey contains a form i.e a checklist

used for notin the condition of building elements and the created environment. The condition
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of the building elements and building environmental conditions are rated on a scale of0 to 4. ;

In some case the information is numerical such as thermostat settings, water heater settings

etc. This becomes the passive or the factual knowledge. The heuristics about analyzing this

information collected during the survey forms the active knowledge. For example, what will

be the necessary action for retrolitting if the existing condition or state of window is rated

greater than 0 or 1 or 2 etc. Rules will result, such as: ifthe rated value is greater than 1 then

take X action (see the example in section 4.2.2). Thus, this knowledge (greater than 1, etc.)

becomes the threshold values against which the rated values are compared. For threshold ·
values, see antecedent clauses of inference rules in appendix C.
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Figure 15. Frame scheme: shows the knowledge structuring for the module
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4.2.2 Knowledge modelling

1. Knowledge representation with frames and instances

The knowledge is represented using frame scheme. Figure 15 shows the knowledge repre·

sentation tree for the prototype module. See section 3.5.3 for definition and theory on frame

scheme for knowledge representation. The frames are 2

1. Frame input-values is created so that its instance stores the input values.

2. Frame budget for amount,

3. Frame project for project identification,

4. Frame dummy·frame for interface control information,

5. Frame audit for inference control and system information, and

6. Frame inference for inference triger mechanism.
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In addition to created frames, the system provides pre·defined frames such as:

(a) pop-up fundamental with its child frames for user interface or requesting input values

from the user. Figure 16

shows this frame structure.
(b) output window for output display to the monitor.

(c) screen template frame and its children for permanent information display. Figure 17

shows this frame structure.

scnssu-contact.
+ Control +scnesn-uvourscnssu-uvourscnssu-YEMPLATE

scnsen-TEMPLAYE scnzsn-1'EMPLAIET°“‘P‘°*°‘ Templarqz Template:
--·:—:·.·,scnse~s - ·* ä . 7 scn

I mrnooucriou Icou.scr-iuronuuiou I- _
TEMPLAYE1

CoII•ct•Inform•tIon

Figure 17. Screen template frame structure: system's pre-defined frames for permanent display
(3)-

The frames contain slots with associated procedural information: one—off, range (see appendix

C: frame input-value and figure 15 ). instance, such as input·data,the·budget, the-project,
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instances of permanent display were created to constantly display the input information and

menu bar during consultation session except when the system had to display other screens

such output window screens. User interface and inference rules were designed to access the

slots of these instances as soon as the slots were occupied with value to assert the conse-

quent part of the rule.

2. Knowledge representatlon with rules

The energy conservation techniques in appendix A were transformed into retrolitting rec-

ommendations the system would make. Appendix B contains the recommendations as given

in the conservation techniques and the consolidated recommendation that the system would

make. These system’s recommendations are dependent on the eIement’s and environment’s

condition of the surveyed space. For example,

IF

the thermostat is set at 75 deg F in winter { existing condition } and

75 is greater than 68 {test condition }

THEN

4 Reduce thermostat temperature setting to 68 deg F and down to 55 Deg F when

the space is not in use.

or

IF

The caulking of the windows is rated as X { existing condition of caulking

where X is an integer on scale of 0 to 4 } and

X is greater than 2 {test condition where 2 is the threshold value i.e the ex-

perts heuristics

THEN

Recaulk all doors and windows exposed to the exterior. { recommendation }
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The 'if’ part of the rule accesses the slots of the instances to get Its value, then it takes that I

value and tests it against the condition. The heuristics provided by the expert (in this case the

threshold values) is the test condition in the antecedent of the rule. If the rated value of a

building element or its environmental aspect fails the test condition (i.e above the threshold

value) the system makes the related retrolit recommendation or passive solar design sug-

gestion. Such rules with antecedent consequent clauses were modeled on the above exam-

ples for retrofit recommendations. The consequent contained the recommendation. Twenty

such rules cover the basic retrotit recommendations. These rules become part ofthe inferring

process controlled by forward chaining. Section inference rules of appendix C contains these

rules in the encoded format used by the shell.

Summary

1. Frames and instances are created to store permanent or temporary information

(see Frames and instance of appendix C).
q 2. The energy techniques are converted into recommendations as the desired output

by the ES consultant's module.

3. Inference rules are developed to evaluate the state of building element and its

environmental aspect, and if their rating fail the test condition the rules make the

recommendations.

4. A procedure consisting of a set of user interface and hardware control rules is

created for I/O (see appendix C).

4.2.3 ConsuItant's user interface

The user interface for the prototype is developed using the user interface tool-kit of the shell.

The techniques of developing this interface are described in details in the ES shell’s manual: l

'Expert System Interfaces and Examples’ (4). The techniques are described through exam-
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I ples. Appendix C contains the user interface rules. ln the initial phase of the consultation

I
session the system pops up question pages. The questions inquire about how the elements

of the building or its environmental aspects were rated. When the answers to the questions

are entered by the user, they are sent to slots of an instance where they are temporarily

stored. When the user acknowledges the correctness ofthe entered information, the inference

rules access these slots, compare their values with the threshold values in their antecedent

clauses and take necessary action. Finally, when the inference is completed, the system

prints the recommendations to the screen and advises the user to print the screen. There-

after, the user may quit or begin another session. Appendix D contains the users manual

I
° which provides the information on how the user may use the consultation module.

4.2.4 Knowledge encoding

The knowledge was modelled into LISP functions, frames instances, user interface and hard-

ware control rules and inference rules were encoded into the format used by the shell. Ap-

pendix C contains the encoded program, divided into the above categories. Appendix D

contains the manual for operating this program.

4.3 Prototype testing

The evaluation criteria for prototype testing were

1. The user friendliness of the interface.

2. The appropriateness of recommendations made by the system.

The prototype was tested and evaluated by two undergraduate, and three graduate students

including a PhD student. All five respondents were familiar with the energy-conscious design
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as they had completed advanced environmental technology course work some time in the past

two years. At the end of the testing these respondents tilled out a systems evaluation sheet.

Appendix E contains these sheets with their responses to the questions in the evaluation

sheets.

4.4 Instrumentation

Goldworks, an ES shell designed by Goldhill computers (5), was used for building the proto-

type. This tool provides an object-oriented environment which allows reasoning about objects

and forms, their position, their attributes, and has a mechanism of attribute inheritance along

the class, part-whole, and relevance hierarchies ( Section 3.5 discusses the theoretical issues

involved in object oriented programming. ). The shell’s availability on campus, easy access

to the tool and the author’s familiarity with the tool dictated its selection. lt operates under

LISP environment (List processing computer language). LISP allows symbolic processing

which is important for pattern matching. lt uses a frame—oriented knowledge representation

scheme, and falls under hybrid tool category (section 3.8).

A personal computer with the following hardware configuration is required to operate the

shell:

• Any IBM compatible personal computer system with an 80286 or above chip using DOS.
• A matching math·coprocessor.
• On board or extended memory of 6Mbytes or more.
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusions
A module was constructed that demonstrates the application of ESs in the area of architecture.

This module acts as a consultant on energy conservation, providing recommendation for

retrolitting of residential and light commercial buildings. It also provides preliminary guide-

lines on passive solar design. This module establishes a method for developing other mod-

ules and completes a portion of ES consultant.

5.1 Results

1. A completed module of energy conservation now exists, strengthening the potentials of

ES application shown by researchers and providing an example module for further de-

velopment.

2. The respondents who used the system appreciated the user interface. Two of these re-

spondents had little experience using computers. Ninety-tive percent of the recommen-

dations made by the system matched with the recommendations the respondents had

made for their class projects by the manual method, indicating a 95 percent appropriate-

ness rate. The system thus meet its evaluation criteria.

3. The system made limited recommendations as the contents of the knowledge base of the

system were limited to preliminary recommendations for demonstration purpose.

4. The module performs as developed and is user-friendly.
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5.2 Findings

Following are findings based on module evaluation and comments from the respondents:

1. A user not familiar with energy conscious design may learn the techniques of baseline

survey and consult the module to get retrofiting recommendations without the expertise

or knowledge of energy conservation.

2. The AES design provides operating modularity.

3. The system is flexible; thus individual modules can be added as they are constructed

without imposing any limitations on the existing modules.

4. The AES system as a whole is flexible; so that component sub·systems may be integrated

as necessary.

5. The system provides tlexibility for adopting client software as long as they are compatible

with the existing parts of the system.

Following limitations and problems were observed:

1. The module contains limited knowledge in its present state.

2. The module lacks the ability to consider monetary aspects.

3. The module is unable to communicate with the output sub·systems except the printer.

4. The inherent qualities of the shell impose on the user the necessities of getting used to

the cursor movement and menu item selection procedures.

5. The programmefs manual is not developer oriented. The developer is required to

posses sufficient knowledge of the LISP programming language if he wishes to build so-

phisticated user interfaces and other interfaces.
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l 5.3 Recommendations for further studyl
Further study may be conducted in one of the following areas:

1. Within the module:
• solving the problems described in the tindings. ·
• Developing the module using a different tool for comparison.
• E><tend the module's knowledge to include other techniques of energy conservation

and Passive/Active solar design.
• Develop optimization package

2. Within the ES consultant sub—system of AES:
• Develop other modules which interact with the existing module to provide design

guidelines.
• Develop the data controller/converter component.
• Develop user-oriented order of importance of consultant modules.

'

3. Within AES:
• Develop or design methods of interfacing the different components of AES.

. • Develop individual units of components such as tutorial packages.

4. Develop a completely new model using the present AES model as the base.

5. Develop architectural design procedures of using AES.

6. Develop a theory to prove that the existing model or approach is either valid or faulty.
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APPENDIX A

The Information for knowledge-base

V by Robert N. S. Chiang

A. Energy and energy conservation;

The knowledge—based information in this package may be presented in three parts: the

energy problem; the principles of energy conservation; and the energy conservation

techniques.

THE ENERGY PROBLEM:

The two basic energy problems that may be identified are the exhaustible resource and

rapid increasing consumption. All natural resources on this earth are exhaustible and

limited by the size of this planet.For the past hundred years, especially, the last twenty,

fossil fuels have been diminishing in a very rapid rate. The low cost, clean and easy to

produce fossil fuels are practically gone, and the fossil fuels available today and in the

future are of poorer quality and a great deal more difficult to discover and retrieve, and

will be more expensive to produce for the market. As indicated by past production re-

cords, the peak production has been already passed, and that is the reason the United

States has to import the difference. The second problem is the rapid increasing con-

sumption of energy which has three contributing factors: population growth; longer life;
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i and a improved standard of Iiving.A three percent annual growth rate will double the

world’s population in less than twenty—four years, but the energy demand will be a lot

greater due to better living conditions.ln the case of the United States of America, the

population composes about one-sixth of the world’s total, but the resource consumption

is more than thirty percent. The real trouble is everybody on earth would like to have the

same life style. It is difficult enough to continue supporting a civilization like the United

States alone; the resources will never be able to support the world’s population. Re-

gardless of what kinds of energy sources are developed, this energy wasting lifestyle

must change just for civilization to survive.

Y The Principle of energy conservation:

There are basically two ways to reduce energy consumption in a building: one is to

eliminate the energy waste and the other is to change life style. The first, in some case,

requires the assistance of science and technology, and the latter requires only the care

of the building occupant, the personal commitment to change one’s daily practice and

possibly the sacrifice of some comfort and convenience, or special devices may be used

to force the change. Also the elimination of energy wastes, in many cases, require finan-

cial investment and application of newly developed technologies.

ENERGY CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES:
Energy conservation maybe divided into three parts: the basic techniques, alternative

energy systems, and the water/energy conservation techniques.

a. THE BASIC ENERGY CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES: The basic energy conservation

techniques may be grouped into four types: the reduction of air infiltration, the reduction

of heat transmission, the increase of equipment use efficiency, and the reduction of en-

ergy wastes.ln addition, there is the potential of retrofit of alternative energy use.The fol-

lowing is the summarized description of these techniques:

1) REDUCING AIR INFILTRATION: ln summer, warmer air entering the building must be

cooled, and in winter, cold air entering the building must be heated; either way, the

process wastes energy. The basic solution is to stop, if possible, or reduce the air infil-- APPENDIXA 71
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l
tration by elimination of all unnecessary openings; caulking all cracks around the win-

I
dows and doors; reduce forces air ventilation when possible, and install wind screens by I

Iandscaping the site or planning the building groups.

2) REDUCING HEAT TRANSMISSION: High outdoor temperature will transfer heat to the

inside of the building in the summer, and the high indoor temperature will transfer heat

to the outside of the building in the winter; either way, the process wastes energy. The

basic solution is to install adequate insulation in enclosure elements of the building and

provide shading devices to reduce solar exposure in the summer and increase solar ex-

posure in the winter.lndirectly, lowering the winter heating temperature and raising the

summer cooling temperature will also reduce the heat flow rate.

\ 3) INCREASING EQUIPMENT USE EFFICIENCY: Low efficiency equipment uses energy

unnecessarily.The basic solution is to improve the equipment operating efüciency by

providing proper maintenance, replacing the equipment with more efficient models, reset

operating temperature based on actual demands, reduce or shut·off when possibIe,the

systems in unused spaces, and avoid ’partial load operating ofany equipment and match

the size of the equipment with the actual demands of the operation.

4) REDUCING ENERGY LEAKS AND ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY ENERGY USES:

Water and air leaks from pipes, ducts, boilers, etc., comfort settings that are unneces-
I

sarily too high. lmproper use of equipment, excessive ventilation in the heating season,

and equipment and systems that are poorly maintained or receive no maintenance at all.

These are energy waste practices carried over from the period of a when low cost energy

was available. The basic solution is simply to provide proper and better maintenance and

repair and insulate the distribution systems. Reset appropriate temperature settings in

winter and summer as well as day and night operation based on actual demands. And

especially,reduce or shut off the system when the space is not in use.

b. RETROFIT ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS: To minimize the summer heat gain,

shading devices should be added, such as Iandscaping. To maxlmize the winter heat
gain, increase solar exposure to all southern glazing areas or retrofit passive solar. To
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reduce energy demand,active solar may be added to provide domestic water heating as

| well as swimming pool heating.

c. WATER ENERGY CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES: Building and building related energy

consumption is more than one-third of the nation’s energy use, and more than half of the

energy used in buildings is for domestic hot water and space heating. Water is used by

each individual every day of the year, and the cost of water supply is more than fifty

percent energy related. Therefore, it is essential to conserve water. lt is more than saving

the water, but also the energy needed to supply the water.Water/energy conservation can

be accomplished in two ways; one is conservation of water which must be produced by
l energy, and the other is the energy used to heat the water.There are two basic ap-

proaches; one is personal water management, to reduce water consumption, and the

other one is the installation of water/energy conservation devices and materials.

1) WATER MANAGEMENT: Personal water management is part of basic energy conser-

vation. Specifically, it is stated as following:

(a) Provide proper maintenance such as cleaning of the filters, periodic lubrication as

needed, removing sediment from the boiler, tank, etc., adjusting the combustion system

for maximum efficiency, and repairing all the leaks from pipes and ducts as soon as

possible.

(b) Reset thermostats to meet the space needs only, reduce the personal comfort level

and convenience whenever possible, and reduce or turn off the system when the space

is not in use.

(c) Reduce the frequency of water use and the duration whenever possible, and use the

equipment only when there is a full load.

2) INSTALLATION OF WA TER/ENERGY CONSERVATION DEVICES AND MATERIALS: Fol-

lowing are ten basic items to conserve water as well as conserved energy directly or in-

directly.

(a) Install a water flow limiter to reduce or restrict water tlow from showers, faucets, etc.
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I (b) Install a water blending valves to save water and provide a proper mixture of hot and

I cold water.

(c) Add insulation to water distribution systems to reduce heat transfer loss.

(d) Modlfy of toilet tanks by water dams or addition of solids to reduce water volume use.

(e) Install timers to eliminate personal setting and resetting of thermostat controls.

(f) Modify boilers by replacing the pilot lgnition system in the gas furnace, tempering

valves and zonlng control valves to minimize water supply. ·
,

(g) Use instantaneous water heaters in remote spaces to reduce heat loss in long dis-

j
_ tribution system.

y
(h) Install pressure reducers to prevent surge water waste.

(i) Install vent dampers to control flow or exhaust llow to prevent heat loss from excessive

exhaust or direct vent air. •

(j) Install waste heat recovery devices to recover waste heat from exhaust systems.

B. Energy audit -- baseline survey

1. ENERGY AUDIT SUGGESTED PROCEDURES: The suggested general procedure and

related data forms and tables are listed as following:

a. BUILDING MEASUREMENT: Based on the availability of blue-prints.

1) Obtain building blue—prints, check as built, and check all needed measurement (see

sun/ey guidelines)

2) lf no blue-prints avaiIable,or incomplete plans, measure critical dimensions of the

building as needed (see survey guidelines).

b. THE ENCLOSURE ELEMENTS: By examination, measurement, or identification to de-

termine all the material compositions and building parts of the building existing enclosure

elements such as roof/ceiling, walls, lloors, windows, doors, etc.
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I c. THE UTILITY RECORDS: Obtain, from the owner or utility company with permission of

I
the owner, the utility records such as power, natural gas, fuel oil, coal, water, etc., for the

past five years, if possible.

d. SKYLINE SURVEY: Survey the skyline by locating the altitude angles of each selected

bearing angle on a sun chart for the location and for each potential building location and

orientation.

e. ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLISTS: walk-through the building by inspecting the building el-
, ements and parts to complete the checklist and be sure to note all conditions discovered.

.

See the check-list form at the end of this appendix.

I 2. USER INTERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION: The important last part ofthe survey is the

personal interview with the owner,or manager, and user ofthe building.The following are

a few ofthe items that must be discussed and collected or verified in the interview.

a. The local climatic data variation from the past records.

b. The indoor space comfort setting, night set back, user \reset, and the operation period.

c. The standard occupancy period, fluctuation of occupancy, makeup of the occupancy,

weekend use, and seasonal changes.

d. Utility records, the past retrofit record, any planned recent retrotit or modification, etc.

e. Hot water heater setting and mechanical system maintenance records, note any mod-

ification from the original design.

f. User behavior to thermal, visual,acoustical comfort, etc.

3. THE WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST: is very important. All possible items must be re-

viewed during the walk-through the building, so no item is missed. A set of checklists is

prepared to provide a detailed list of all the items that should bei inspected.lt is important

to walk-through the building by inspecting the building elements, parts and spaces for

conditions of construction and changes to complete the prepared checklist and rate the

problem between 0 and 4 where "0” indicates the problem is so minor that it may be ig-

nored, and "4' indicates the problem is very major and may require replacement. Fol-

lowing are items systematically provided in the checklists:
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I
I a. BUILDING ENCLOSURE CHECK FROM THE EXTERIOR

I 1) Check wall/siding joints for cracks,gaps,and/or missing caulklng.

2) Check window/door for disrepair joints, cracks and missing caulklng.

3) Check window/door for broken/missing glass.

4) Check window/door for promislng weatherstripping.

5) Check window/door for unusual openings.
I 6) Inspect all exhaust openings for missing or inoperable back-draft cover or mechanism.

7) Note conditions of storm window/door or non-existing.

, 8) Note building shading condition or non-existing

I 9) Note unusual coloring and ünishing conditions of building surfaces.

b. BUILDING ENCLOSURE CHECK FROM INTERIOR
1) Test inilltration for all joints.

2) Check all door closure mechanisms.

3) Note unusual heat transfer problem.

4) Note unusual coloring and flnishlng conditions of walls, ceiling and floor surfaces.

5) Note any dlsplacement of wall, ceiling and floor joints.

6) Note building interior shading conditions.

c. INTERIOR SURVEY — SPACE USE
1) Determine any waste space.

2) Determine any poor circulation problems.

3) Note any space use and grass problems.

4) Note any sub-systems integration problems.

5) Note any space use management problems.

6) Inspect the effectiveness of natural ventilation.

7) Inspect the effectiveness of winter wind breaks.

8) Inspect the effectiveness of shading controls.

d. INTERIOR SURVEY - LIGHTING AND POWER DISTRIBUTION
1) Determine any inefflcient llghting sources.

i
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2) Determine any useless Iightings or lighting with too much footcandles, or simple visual

I discomfort.
3) Inspect the effectiveness of lighting controls.

4) Inspect the effectiveness of daylighting.

5) Inspect the effectiveness of task lighting.

8) Note any lighting maintenance problems.

7) Note cracks from power line connections.

8) Note cracks from wall outlets.

e. INTERIOR SURVEY -· FIREPLACE

I 1) Determine source of combustion air.

2) Inspect damper conditions, position relate to season.

3) Inspect glass door conditions or non-existing.

4) Note any waste heat recovery system or device.

5) Note any control adjustment for space heating.

f. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS SURVEY - PLUMBING

1) Check water tlow rate of sink faucets.

2) Check water tlow rate of shower heads.

3) Check water use capacity of water closets.

4) Check water temperature of hot water outlets.

5) Check all piping insulations.

6) Inspect any water Ieakage.

7) Note any unusual pipe system distribution and locations.

8) Check water temperature settings of hot water heater/boiler.

9) Check insulation condition of hot water heater/boiler.

10) Check insulation condition of hot water storage tanks.

11) Check pilot ignition systems.

12) Note any waste heat recovery device.

13) Note any obsolescent equipments.
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14) Check exhaust gas condition.

15) Note any maintenance problems.

g. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS SURVEY ·— HVAC SYSTEMS

1) Check space temperature and compare with thermostat readings.

2) Check space seasonal temperature settings and note any reset or setback schedules.

3) Check insulation condition of the equipment.

; 4) Check insulation condition of the delivery systems.

5) Check any leakage from the systems.

l 6) Check any waste heat recovery device installed.

l 7) Note any obsolescent equipments.

8) Note any maintenance problems.

9) lnspect all dampers of all exhausts and air intakes.

10) lnspect caulking around joints of exhaust and intake ducts.

h. SURVEY OF UNHEATED SPACES

1) Check all space air vents.

2) Check insulation condition of adjoining walls, floors and/or partitions.

3) Check manhole,door and exit way conditions of adjoining walls, floors, and/or parti-

tions.

4) Check cracks and openings to the adjoining walls, lloors and/or partitions.

5) Check insulation condition of piping and duct systems in the unheated spaces.

6) Check cracks and openings from power line connections, lighting tixtures and junction

boxes.

i. EXTERIOR SURVEY

1) Check building orientation problems.

2) Check exterior shading devices.

3) Check landscape feature for summer shading and winter wind break.

4) check solar access (plot sky line or solar window projection).

5) lnspect the building geometry.
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6) Note exterior surface tinishing.

7) Note building ground rellections.
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I ENERGY CGNSERVATION —— ENERGY AUOIT CHECKLIST
ITEM IDENTIFICATION 0RDESCRIPTIGN.

01234 REMARKS . 00C.3.1 Noticeable waste space (specified) (
ä 3.2 Poor circulation(specified)C,

-
E 3.3 Inproper space use(specified)E

§ 3.4 Poor egrass(specified)3
3.5 Poor space use management (specified)

I ä 3.6 Poor sub—systems integration with the

I
building (specified) I„ 3.7 Lack of surmier naturalventilation3.8
Lack of winter windbreaks3.9
Shading controls are—notutilized4.1
Inefficient lighting sources

I

Z (specified)
E 4.2 Useless lighting (specified) ‘
I-
§ 4.3 Too much footcandles(specified)1

.
N 4.4 Lack of effective lightingcontrolsZ:

° (specified) r
1.*°
5 4.5 Lack of_effective daylighting *I, I,_, E (specified) I f32

E Q 4.6 Daylighting is not utilized< (specified)
.. L9 """1 *
3 E 4.7 Lack of effective task lighting *

E E (specified) I_ j 4.8 Ndticeable maintenance problem onvz lighting system (specified)
Z•; 5.1 Firepl_ace lack of direct outdoor comg bustionfr2 5.2 Fireplace damperinoperable*3

5.3 Ineffective or missing fireplace
I

f, glass doors
Q. ‘

.Q 5.4 Lack of any waste heat recovery sys-
[ tem on fireplace

5.5 Lack of effective heating control in
fireplace space

8*



i
( ENERGY CONSERVATION -- ENERGY AUOIT CHECKLIST

ITEM IOENTIFICATION OR OESCRIPTION
REMARKS

_(
OOC.6.1 No water flow limiter on sink faucet

kh7 5.2 No water flow limiter on showerhead-. ————;——-—;.?_6.3 Inefficient waterclosets¤= „E 5,4 High hot water supplytemperatureä
6.5 Pipe insulation missing or in dis-repair

ä 6.6 Noticeable water leakage(specified)(
6.7 Piping systemtoo long(specified)U')

,*3:;* 6.8 Hot water heater/boiler temperature, g_* setting too high (specified)
J) „_, 6.9 Insufficient insulation on hot waterg heater/boilerE610

lnsufficient insulation on hot water
U storage tankg 6.11 In·efficient pilot ignitionsystem6.12

Lack of waste heat recovery system o
51 N exhaust system „ ‘
ri 6.13 Inefficient hot waterheater/boilerQ__;__ , „

I 6.14 Lack of proper maintenance
3 , (specified) ’

c, 7.1 Thermostat reading is not compatable
g with the space temperature
ig 7.2 Hinter space tsmperature setting is_ g higher then 65 F

ä 1 7.3 Summer space Bemperature setting is__, g ( lower than 75 F
é ä 7.4 Lack of nightsetback°=

E
( 7.5 Insulation on HVAC equipment missing•^ or in disrepair (specified)

ä 7.6 Insulation on HVAC delivery systems
; missing or in disrepair
ig, 7.7 Noticeable leakage from HVAC systems
gi (specified)

Paoasciz av; DATE:

-
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P

ENERGY CDNSERVATIDN ·· ENERGY AUDI? Cl·iECxLI$T
ITEM IDENTIFICATION CR DESCRIPTION ® NOTES

RE¥ARk$ ggg;
7.8 Lack of waste heat recovery systemU., from the HVAC exhaust systems

_; 7.9 Inproper adjusted dampgy- 0,-, exhaust*-’ ‘£ systems
E E ·C, U, 7.10 Inproper adjusted damper on frash-*“

ä air intake
ä 7.11 Inefficient HVAC equipment(ä

(specified)
7.12 Lack of proper maintenance on HVAC

systems (specified)

8.1 Lack of proper control on air vents
in unheated spaces (specified)

8.2* tack of insulation on adjoining wall
*5 floor or/and partitions in unheated
ff space (specified) Ech „Qi 8.3 Lack of insulation on adjoining door ,,*2 or exitway to the heated space from
E an unheated space (specified) i °
ä 8.4 Cracks and openings on adjoining

, wall, floor or/and partitions in the
unheated space (specified)

8.5 Lack of insulation pn pipes andduct';
in the unheated space (specified)

(G 9.1 The major orientation of tne build-
T (

g ing is not due south

ä 9.2 Lack of sumer landscape snading 7
E E 9.3 Lack of winter landscape wind breaks
S I-gi *,5

9.4 Lack of solar access(specified)thi 9.5 Lack of groundreflectionJJ
L

Ä 0.1 System in operation when space is
¤= T unus‘ed·(specified)

0.2 Equipment in use with partial load(specified)
0.3 Inappropriate energy source

(specified)
0.4 Lack of solar energy utilization

(specified)

PROJECT ; av; um:
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, Knowledge modelling

V The information collected for the knowledge base was structured by grouping the energy

conservation techniques under live groups:

a Air intiltration.

b. Temperature settings.

c. Electrical systems.

d. Equipments (HVAC, plumbing & appliances).

' e. Heat transmission.

f. Solar utilization and control.

I. Air lnfiltration

1. Close all openings to exterior and to unheated space or space not in use.

2. Close or cover all exhausts and /or openings of mechanical equipments and/or

through wall devices.

3. Caulk all cracks of doors, windows and enclosure joints

4 . Weatherstripp all doors and windows.

5. Close lireplace damper and completely cover the opening when not use.

5. Install storm doors and windows.
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7. lnduce outdoor air directly to the fire place combustion chamber and eliminate

indoor air supply to the fire chamber.

Il. Temperature setting

1. Reduce hot water heater temperature setting to "Iow" (120 Deg F or less if possible).

2. Reduce the space heating temperature setting to 68 Deg F when the space is in use

and 58 Deg F or lower during non-use period.

3. increase the space cooling temperature setting to 72 Deg F or 78 Deg F when the space

is used and higher in non-use period.

III. Electrical Systems

1. Turn off all power to the equipments when not in use.

2. Turn "off" light when space is not used.

3. Remove all unnecessary lighting tixtures.

4. Replace all incandescent Iamps by lower wattage Iamps up to 50%.

5. Replace all incandescent light tixtures by tluorescent lighting

or high intensity discard Iamps where ever possible.

6. Renovate lighting location based on tasks.

IV. Equipments (HVAC, PLUMBING APPLIANCES, ETC.)

1. Clean all filters in heating/cooling duct systems. Drain sediments and mineral de-

posits from hot water heater.

2. Adjust all boiler gas/oil burners to produce a clean blue/water flame.

3. Turn ”off" all system in off-season period.

5. Use appliances at full load capacity and match the size of the appliance with the task.

6. Install water limiter to all water outlet.
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I 7. Install water damp in water closets.

V. Heat transmlsslon

1. Install insulation to old hot water heater .

2. Install insulation to partition, doors , exit ways to unheated space_s.

3. Add insulation to roof/ ceiling to R19 or better.

4. Add insulation to tloor over vented crawl space or unheated basement to R11 or

beüen

5. Add insulation to external walls if possible.

6. Install insulation to ducts and pipes In unheated spaces.

VI. Solar utillzation and control

1. Install overhang to all southern oriented glazings for summer shading.

2. Install solar hot water system as preheater to existing domestic hot water heater.

3. Retrotit direct·gain passive solar energy system to southern oriented glazing area

with thermal mass.
I

4. Landscape for wind barrier and/or shading.

Each technique of each group was then converted into recommendations the system could

make:

I. AIR INFILTRATION

1. Close all openings to exterior, unheated spaces and spaces not in use.

2. Close or cover all exhausts, openings of mechanical equipments through walls.

3. Caulk all cracks of doors, windows and, envelop and enclosure joints.
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4. Reinstall weatherstrips to all doors and windows.

5. Close lire place damper completely, cover the openings when not in use.

6. lnduce outdoor air directly to lire place combustion chamber and eliminate indoor air

supply completely.

7. Install storm doors and windows to reduce inliltration.

ll. TEMPERATURE SETTINGS

1. Reduce heater temperature to 120 Deg F or lower.

2. Reduce heating temperatures to 68 Deg F when the space is in use and lower to 58 Deg

_ F when space is not in use during winter.

3. increase thermostat settings to 75 Deg F when the space is in use and increase to 80

Deg F or higher when space is not in use for summer.

Ill. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

1. Replace incandescent lamps having 75W or more with by lower wattage lamps up to 50%.

2. Depending on the preference incandescent light tixtures may be replaced with tiuorescent

lights or with high intensity discharge lamps where possible.

3. Turn oli all power to the equipments and spaces when not in use.

4. Renovate lighting locations based on tasks
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L IV. EQUIPMENTS

I
1. Use appliances at full load capacity and match the size of the appliance with the task.

2. Replace all out-dated equipments with higher efficient equipments.

3. Clean all ülters in heating/cooling duct systems, drain sedlments and mineral depositsfrom water heater.
, · 4. Install water limiter to all water outlets and water damper in water·closets.I

V. HEAT TRANSMISSION

1. Install insulation to old hot water heater.
•

2. Add insulation to e><terior walls if possible.

3. Add insulation to roof/ceiling up to R19 or better.

4. Add insulation to floor over vented crawl space or unheated basement to R11 or better.

VI. SOLAR UTILIZATION AND CONTROL

1. Install overhang to all southern oriented glazings for summer shading.

2. Install solar hot water system as preheater to existing domestic hot water heater.

3. Retrofit direct-gain passive solar energy system to southern oriented glazing area with

thermal mass.

4. Landscape for wind barrier and/or shading.
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Q Each of these recommendations are governed by the values filled in, in the check list (see

Ä appendix A). Depending on the values of the check-list for a particular architectural space,

the system makes the recommendation. Threshold value for each recommendation was se-

lected based on the experts knowledge and judgement. The values supplied by the user from

the check·list are then compared with the threshold value by the system. When the supplied

'
value is above the threshold value the system makes the recommendatlon. See appendix C,

Ä
inference rules.

I
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;;; -*- Mode:LlSP; Package:GW;

GoldWorks Knowledge Base

{EE Dumped on 12:07pm 26-Mar-69
;;; For registered user: DR. T. W. BONHAM - 5 COLLEGE OF BUSINESS, VIRGINIA TECH

Portions of Knowledge Base saved: * *
;;; (FRAME RELATION INSTANCE ASSERTION RULE)

(in—package 'gw)

V Lisp functions used in rules

(defparameter *audit-day" 1)
(defparameter *audit—month* 1)
(defparameter "audit·year* 1989)
;;;get date, month, and year from system and set date variable
(defun update~date (&aux second minute hour date month year)

(multiple-vaIue—setq (second minute hour date month year)
(get-decoded-time))
(setf *audit·day* date)
(setf "audit-month* month)
(setf "audit-year‘ year)

I
;;;retract-all·sIots This function finds all the slots of an instance and
;;;retracts all values from the slot

(defun retract·aIl·slots (inst)
(dolist (slot (instance·aIl-slots inst))

(slot·retract·vaIue inst slot)))

;;;lisp function to make a list of recommendatlons and print it.
(defparameter recom·|isl ()) ;;fhis sets the recom-list to null
(defun recom·line (operation &optionaI args)

(case operation
(:write—line
(setf recom-list (append recom-list (list args))) args)

(:which·operations
'(:write—line zwhich-operations))

(stream-defau|t·handler recom-line operation zwrite-line)))

(DEFPARAMETER RECOM·LlST ());;this sets the recom·Iist to null
(DEFPARAMETER FINAL-LIST ());;this sets the final-list to null
(defparameter count·list·elm 0);;this sets the count-list-elm to 0
(defparameter counter-r 0);;this sets the counter-r to 0

(defun final-print (args)
(cond

( (null args)
(SEND lNSTRUCTlON—WlNDOW :CLEAR-SCREEN)
(send instruction-window zwrite-string

'PRESS < PRINT SCREEN KEY> AND HIT ENTER'))APPENDIX C 90



((equal counter·r 7)
(setf Instruction-window

(make—window·stream :Ieft 0
zattribute 3
:top 24
zheight 4
zwidth 80
II

(send Instruction-window zwrite-string
'PRESS < PRINT SCREEN KEY> AND HIT ENTER')

(read·line)
(setf counter-r 0)
(send 'terminal-io* zclear-screen)
(ünal—print new-args)

I
((Iistp args)

(setf new-args (rest args))
(setf counter·r (incf counter-r))
(setf count-list-elm (incf count—Iist-elm))

I
(format t ' ·· % —· % ··A ··A' count-list-elm (ürst args))

(final—print (rest args)))
(t niI)))

Frames for Knowldge Representation

(DEFINE-FRAME BUDGET
(:print—name 'BUDGET'

zdoc-string 'This frame represents the general class : resource or budget allocation. The in-
stance of this frame will represent the actual data for budget'

zis TOP·FRAME)
(AMOUNT)

I
(DEFINE-FRAME PROJECT

(zprint-name 'PROJECT'
cdoc-string 'An instance of this frame represents the project information'
zis TOP-FRAME)

(PROJECT·NAME-STRING
zconstraints (:LlSP-TYPE STRlNG))

(CONSULTANT-NAME
zconstraints (:LlSP-TYPE STRlNG))

(PROJECT·ID
zconstraints (:LlSP·TYPE NUMBER))

(DATE)
I
(DEFINE-FRAME AUDIT

(:print-name 'AUDlT'
:doc·string 'An instance of this frame is used to represent the state of the consultation session'
zis TOP·FRAME)

(CLEAR)
(END·SESSION)
(STATUS)
(MONTH—NUMBER)
(DAY·NUMBER)
(YEAR)
(DATE·STRlNG :DEFAULT·VALUES ('UNKNOWN DATE'))

I
(DEFINE-FRAME DUMMY·FRAME
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(:print·name 'DUMMY~FRAME"
zdoc-string 'An instance of this frame is used to represent the state of the consultation session'
zis TOP—FRAME)
(TO-POP-AMOUNT·YES-NO

:CONSTRAINTS (:ONE-OF (YES NO)))
(HELP-ENTER—VALU ES)

)
(DEFINE-FRAME INFERENCE -

(zprint-name 'lNFERENCE'
zdoc-string 'This frame contains the slots for begining inference engine'
zis TOP—FRAME)

( (FIRE·OUTPUT
:CONSTRAlNTS (:ONE-OF (YES NO)))

(DIRECT—FlRE-OUTPUT
:CONSTRA|NTS (:0NE-OF (YES NO)))

)
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(DEFINE·FRAME INPUT-VALUES
(:print·name 'lNPUT·VALUES'
Egoc-string 'This frame contains the slots for values into which the input values will temporary

rest e.'
zis TOP·FRAME)

(BUlLD|NG·TYPE—VAL
zconstraints (:ONE·OF (RESIDENTIAL LlGHT·COMMERClAL COMMERCIAL)))

(INFIL-ACTUAL·VAL
zconstraints (:RANGE (0 10)))

(CAULKING-VAL
; xconstraints (:ONE·OF (0 1 2 3 4)))

(WEATHER-STRIPPlNG·VAL _
, zconstraints (:ONE·OF (0 1 2 3 4)))

(FIRE·PLACE·VAL
zconstraints (:ONE·OF (0 1 2 3 4)))

(STORM—DOOR-WlN~VAL
· zconstraints (:ONE·OF (yes no)))
[ (HOT-WATER·TEMP·SETTING·VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (100 180)))
[ (TH ERMOSTAT-WlNTER-VAL

xconstraints (:RANGE (55 95)))
(THERMOSTAT-SUMMER·VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (55 95)))
(EQUIPMENT-USE·VAL

:constraints (:ONE·OF (0 1 2 3 4)))
(L|GHTlNG·USE·VAL

:constraints (:ONE·OF (0 1 2 3 4)))
(INCANDESCENT-LAMP—VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (0 100)))
(TASK-LlGHT·VAL

zconstraints (:ONE·OF (0 1 2 3 4)))
(WATER-USE-VAL

zconstraints (:ONE·OF (0 1 2 3 4)))
(U-MAX·WALL-VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (0 100)))
(U·MAX-ROOF·VAL

cconstraints (:RANGE (0 100)))
(OTTV·MAX-VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (0 100)))
(U-WALL·ACTUAL-VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (0 100)))
(U·ROOF·ACTUAL·VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (0 100)))
(OTTV-ACTUAL-VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (0 100)))
(EOUIPMENT·AGE·VAL

zconstraints (:RANGE (0 100)))
)
(DEFINE-INSTANCE DUMMY-INSTANCE

(:lS DUMMY·FRAME
:DOC-STRING 'This instance assists in user interface operations.'

)
(DEFINE-INSTANCE BEGlN·lNFERENCE

(:lS INFERENCE
:DOC-STRING ")

)
(DEFINE·INSTANCE SET-DUMMY·AMT-VAL

(:print·name "
zdoc-string 'Ask user for lf he wants to select budget menu.'
zis SET·SLOT·VALUES)
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Q (TOP 2)
(LEFT 0)
(MAX·WIDTH 80)
(MAX—HEIGHT 23)
(CENTER :X-AND-Y)

( (BORDER—COLOR :RED)
( (REVERT—BU'lTON :YES)

(DEFAULT·BU'lTON :YES)
(CONTENTS

( (DUMMYJNSTANCE TO-POP·AMOUNT·YES-NO
' HAS ANY AMOUNT BEEN ALLOCATED TOWARDS RE'l'ROFlT ·

( zdefault NO zwidth 4 )))
I
(DEFlNE~lNSTANCE CONFIRM~BEGlN·lNFERENCE

(:print—name "
cdoc-string ’Ask user if all the values have been set correctly on the work screen.'
zis SEIRSLOT-VALUES)

( (Top 19)
(LEFT 0)
(MAX·WIDTH 80)
(MAX—HEIGHT 7)
(CENTER :X-AND-Y)
(BORDER—COLOR :RED)
(REVERT-BUTTON :YES)
(DEFAULT·BU'lTON :YES) ·
(CONTENTS _

( (BEGIN·lNFERENCE FIRE-OUTPUT ' ARE ALL THE INPUT VALUES CORRECTLY ENTERED
SELECT YES OR NO '
zdefault YES :width 4)))
I
(DEFINE-INSTANCE RUN·MENU

(zprint-name "
:doc—string 'This instance will let the familiar user work on the workscreen and then select this

from menu bar and run the inference engine.'
zis SET$LOT·VALUES)

(TOP 19)
(LEFT 0)
(MAX·WIDTH 80)
(MAX-HEIGHT 7)
(CENTER :X-AND-Y)
(BORDER—COLOR :RED)
(REVERT-BUTTON :YES)
(DEFAULT-BUTTON :YES)
(CONTENTS

( (BEGIN-INFERENCE FlRE·OUTPUT
' ARE ALL THE INPUT VALUES CORRECTLY ENTERED. SELECT YES OR NO '
zdefault YES zwidth 4)))
I
(DEFINE-INSTANCE CLEAR—CONFlRM-MENU

(zprint-name "CLEAR-CONFlRM—MENU'
zdoc-string 'Asks the user if the session is to be ended.'
zis POPUP-CONFIRM)

(TARGEl'·SLOT END-SESSION)
(TARGEl'·lNSTANCE TH E-AUDIT)
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE)
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) .
(DEFAULT—ANSWER :YES)
(CONTENTS 'Do you want to end this session?')
I
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(DEFINE-INSTANCE AMOUNT·TO·SPEND
(zprint-name 'AMOUNT-TO-SPEND'
:doc·string 'ls an instance of popup·choose which asks user the amount to spend'
:is POPUP-CHOOSE)

(TARGET-SLOT AMOUNT)
(TARGET-INSTANCE THE-BUDGET)
(INSTRUCTIONS

'How much do you wish to spend on retrofiting? SelectI one from the following: ')
(BORDER-COLOR :RED)

[ (CENTER :X-AND·Y)
* (CONTENTS

( ('$0.00' 0) ('Less than $20.00 ' 19)
('Less than $100.00 ' 99) I

[
('More than $1000.00 ' 1001)))

l
[ (DEFINE-INSTANCE |NPUT~DATA-1

. (zprint-name 'lNPUT·DATA-1'
[ zdoc-string 'This instance asks the user for data regarding air infiltration and temperature set-

üngs'” zis SET—SLOT-VALU ES)
;;; (INSTRUCTIONS ")

‘

(TOP 1)
(LEF'l' 0)
(MAX-WIDTH 80)
(MAX-HEIGHT 23)
(CENTER :X-AND·Y)
(BORDER-COLOR :RED)
(TITLE 'WaIk through survey values')
(REVERT·BU'l'I'ON :YES)
(DEFAULT-BUTTON :YES)
(CONTENTS

( (INPUT-DATA BUlLDlNG·TYPE·VAL
' What is the building type? ->

zdefault RESIDENTIAL zwidth 10 )
(INPUT-DATA INFlL·ACTUAL·VAL
' What was the air change value you ->

arrived at by thumb·ruIe method?

zdefault 1 cwidth 10
)

(INPUT-DATA CAULKING·VAL
' What is your rating for conditions of ·>

caulking?

zdefault 0 zwidth 10
I

(INPUT-DATA WEATHER·STRIPPlNG—VAL
' What is your rating for the condition of ->

weather stripping of doors and windows?

zdefault 0 zwidth 10
l

(INPUT-DATA FIRE-PLACE-VAL
'What is your rating for problems of fire ->

place design?

zdefault 0 zwidth 10
ll))
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I
i (DEFINE·INSTANCE INPUT-DATA·2

(zprint-name 'lNPUT·DATA·2'
zdoc-string 'This instance asks the user for data regarding air inliltration and temperature set-

tings'
zis SET·SLOT·VALUES)

;;;;;(lNSTRUCTlONS ")
(TOP 1)
(LEFT 0)
(MAX-WIDTH 80)
(MAX-HEIGHT 23)
(CENTER :X-AND-Y)
(BORDER-COLOR :RED)
(TITLE 'Walk through survey values')

· (REVERT—BUTTON :YES)
(DEFAULT-BUTTON :YES)
(CONTENTS .

( (INPUT-DATA STORM-DOOR·WIN-VAL
'Are storm door and windows installed ->

answer yes or no?
} zdefault yes :WIDTH 10)

(INPUT-DATA HOT-WATER-TEMP-SETTING-VAL
' What is the heater setting? Input ->

setting or 120 for low 140 medium 175 for high.

:default 100 :width 10 )
(INPUT-DATA THERMOSTAT-WlNTER·VAL
' What is thermostat setting in winter? ->

zdefault 68 :width 16)
(INPUT-DATA THERMOSTAT-SUMMER-VAL
' What is thermostat setting in summer? ->
zdefault 75 :width 16)

(INPUT-DATA WATER-USE-VAL
'ls only required quantity of water used? ->

where 0 is yes and 4 is wasteful use

cdefault 0 :width 10

) II)
(DEFINE·INSTANCE INPUT·DATA-3

(xprint-name '|NPUT~DATA-3'
:doc·string 'Ask user for data regarding equipment and electrical system.'
zis SET-SLOT-VALUES)

;;; (INSTRUCTIONS ")
(TOP 1)
(LEFT 0)
(MAX-WIDTH 80)
(MAX-HEIGHT 23)
(CENTER :X·AND-Y)
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) .
(REVERT-BUTTON :YES)
(DEFAULT-BUTTON :YES)
(CONTENTS

( (INPUT-DATA EQUIPMENT-USE·VAL
' How did you rate the overall equipment ->

maintenance and its use efticiency?
zdefault 0 :width 10
I
(INPUT-DATA EQUIPMENT-AGE-VAL

' How many years the heater and other equipments ->
been in use? '
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zdefault 0 :width 10)| (INPUT-DATA LIGHTING-USE-VAL
' What is the rating for Iighting use pattern ->
where 0 is no energy wasteful use?

zdefault 0 :width 10
l
(INPUT-DATA INCANDESCENT—LAMP-VAL

' What is the percentage of incandescent Iamp —>
on the the premlses?

zdefault 100 :width 10
l
(INPUT-DATA TASK-L|GHT~VAL

' What is your rating for task Iighting design? ->

zdefault 0 :width 10)))
)

;;;INSTANCE FOR U·VALUES IS set·slot·values which pops up.
(DEFINE-INSTANCE INPUT-DATA-4

(:print·name 'INPUT-DATA-4*
:doc·string 'Ask user for data regarding U-va|ues.'
zis SET-SLOT-VALUES)

(TOP 1)
(LEFT 0)
(MAX-WIDTH 80)
(MAX-HEIGHT 23)
(CENTER :X·AND·Y)
(BORDER·COLOR :RED)
(INSTRUCTIONS 'Please enter data related to U-values from your calculation sheets')
(REVERT-BUTTON :YES)
(DEFAULT·BUTTON :YES)
(CONTENTS

( (INPUT-DATA U-MAX·WALL—VAL
' What is the maximum U for walls? ->

' xdefault 1 :width 10
)
(INPUT-DATA U—MAX-ROOF·VAL
' What is the maximum U value for roof? ->

zdefault 1 :width 10 )
(INPUT-DATA OTI\/·MAX·VAL
' What is the OTTV maximum? ·>

zdefault 1 :width 10
)
(INPUT-DATA U·WALL~ACTUAL·VAL
' What is the calculated Uow value for walls ? ->

zdefault 0 :width 10)

(INPUT-DATA U·ROOF-ACTUAL-VAL
l

' What is the calculated Uor value for roof? ->

zdefault 0 :width 10)
(INPUT-DATA OTTV-ACTUAL-VAL
' What is the calculated OTTV ? •>

zdefault 0 :width 10)))
F )
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I (DEFINE·INSTANCE WORK·SCREEN
· (:print·name 'WORK·SCREEN'

:doc·string 'Work screen for changing or revertlng values of input data.'
zis SCREEN-LAYOUT)

(SYSTEM·MENU :YES)
(SCREENS-MENU :YES)
(MENU-BAR-ITEMS

( (' OUESTlONS’
( (:MENU PROJECT·INFORMATION

'Project name, number and consuItant’s name')
(:MENU INPUT-DATA-1

'lniiltration and temperature setting.')
(:MENU INPUT-DATA-2

'Electrical systems and equipment values.')
(:MENU lNPUT—DATA-3

'Heat transmission.')
(:MENU INPUT-DATA—4

'ENTER U·VALUES')
(:MENU AMOUNT-TO-SPEND

I
'Amount you wish to spend.')))

(' HELP'
((:MENU HELP-MENU'Help ')))

(' RUN'
((:MENU RUN-MENU ' RUN ')))

(' END-SESSION'
( (:MENU CLEAR-CONFIRM-MENU 'End consultation.')))))

(MENU·BAR·BORDER-COLOR :RED)
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :WHITE)
(SCREEN·TEMPLATES

( (PROJECT·TITLE :LEFT 5 :TOP 1 :WIDTH 70 :HElGHT 5)
(INPUT-VALUES-1 :LEFT 0 :TOP 6 :WIDTH 40 :HElGHT 15)
(INPUT-VALUES-2 :LEFT 40 :TOP 6 :WIDTH 40 :HElGHT 15)))

(PARENT·SCREEN-CONTROL EAUDIT)
I
(DEFINE-INSTANCE HELP-MENU

(zprint-name 'HELP·MENU'
. zdoc-string 'ls an instance of popup-choose which asks user the amount to spend'

zis POPUP·CHOOSE)
(TARGET·SLOT HELP-ENTER-VALUES)
(TARGET·lNSTANCE DUMMY-INSTANCE)
(INSTRUCTIONS "I'o get help, select the item by arrow keys and press enter' )
(BORDER·COLOR :RED)
(CENTER :X·AND-Y)
(CONTENTS

( ('ABOUT THE PROGRAM ' PROGRAM)
('DATA ENTRY ' HELP·VALUE-ENTER)
('VALUE CHOICES ' VALUE-MEANING)
I)

I
(DEFlNE·INSTANCE HELP-OUTPUT

(:print·name ’HELP-OUTPUT'
:doc·string "
zis OUTPUT—WINDOW)

(LEFT 0)
(TOP 0)
(WIDTH 80)
(HEIGHT 25)
(FOREGROUND-COLOR :BLUE)
(BACKGROUND-COLOR :CYAN)
(CLEAR-BEFORE-NEW-DISPLAY :YES)
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l
(DEFINE-INSTANCE WELCOME·SCREEN

(:print—name ’WELCOME·SCREEN'
:doc·string 'lnitial screen of application of Eaudit'
zis SCREEN-LAYOUT)

(SYSTEM—MENU :YES)
(SCREENS-MENU :YES)
(MENU—BAR-BORDER-COLOR zblue) .
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR zwhite)
(MENU-BAR—ITEMS

((' l-lELP'
T ((:MENU HELP-MENU'Hßl-P')))))

(SCREEN-TEMPLATES
( (WELCOME·FORM :LEFT 0 :TOP 3 :WIDTH 80 :HEIGHT 20)))

(PARENT·SCREEN-CONTROL EAUDIT)
)
(DEFINE·lNSTANCE EAUDIT

(:print—name 'EAUDlT'
:doc·string 'Energy audit is a system to manage energy use of residential and light commercial

buildings'
zis SCREEN-CONTROL)

(SCREEN—LAYOUTS (WELCOME-SCREEN WORK—SCREEN))
(TEMPLATE-AREA-HEIGHT 23)
(NEW·SCREEN :NO)
(STATUS :lNlTIAL·STATUS)
(CLOSE-REQUEST :NO)

)
(DEFlNE·lNSTANCE THE-BUDGET

(:print·name ’THE-BUDGET'
zdoc-string "
zis BUDGET)

)
(DEFINE-INSTANCE THE-PROJECT

(:print·name 'Tl-lE-PROJECT"
:doc·string ’This instance represents the project in this application'
zis PROJECT)

)
(DEFINEJNSTANCE THE-AUDIT
(zprint-name 'THE-AUDIT'
:doc·string 'This instance represents the status of Eaudit'
:is AUDIT))

(DEFlNE·INSTANCE BEGlN—lNFERENCE
(:print·name 'BEGIN-lNFERENCE"
:doc·string 'This instance represents the status of inference'
zis INFERENCE))

(DEFINE-INSTANCE WELCOME-FORM
(:print·name 'WELCOME·FORM'
zdoc-string "
zis SCREEN-TEMPLATE)

(OBJECTS ( (GO-BUTTON :MENU GO·MENU '*' :COLOR :CYAN)
(date·string :sIot the·audit date—string xcolor :red)))

(CONTENTS
( (' ENERGY AUDIT CONSULTANT ')APPENDIXC99



i
l I")

(' Designed by Swanandesh S. Karandikar ')
I") I")
(' Welcome to Energy Audit consultation session ')
(' Hope you find this a easy to use consultation system which will advice')
(' on managing energy use pattern of your premises.')
('IMPORTANT NOTE: ')
('First time users select help by depressing <ALT & H KEY> together.')
('At the menu select help by down arrow key and hit return or enter.')
('make a choice by selecting about the program and hit enter or return.')
I")
('Users familiar with the system can select work·screen from screens menu')
('and enter values there or select here - > ' GO·BUTTON ' < - to go through')
('the questions menus.')
(")
('lf you encounter difficulties read the instructions in your manual')
(' Today’s date: ' (zno-select date~string))))

(TEXT-COLOR :CYAN)
(BORDER-COLOR :RED)

j (BORDER :DOUBLE)
(ORIENTATION :ROW)
(LAYOUT :LINEAR)
(SPACES·BETWEEN-COLUMNS 0)
(SPACES·BE'l'WEEN·ROWS 0)

)
(DEFlNE·lNSTANCE PROJECT·TITLE

(:print·name 'PROJECT-T|TLE'
:doc·string 'Window showing project name, consultants name and project’s

number.'
zis SCREEN-TEMPLATE)

(OBJECTS
( (PROJECT—NAME :SLOT THE-PROJECT

PROJECT·NAME-STRING :WlDTH 10 :COLOR :RED)
(CONSULTANT·NAME :SLOT THE-PROJECT CONSULTANT·NAME

:WlDTH 10 :COLOR :CYAN)
(PROJECT-NUMBER :SLOT THE-PROJECT PROJECT·ID

:WlDTH 10 :COLOR :RED)))
„ (CONTENTS° ( ('Project name · ' PROJECT·NAME)

('Consultant's name · ' CONSULTANT·NAME)
('Project ID: · ' PROJECT-NUMBER)))

(TEXT-COLOR :CYAN)
(BORDER·COLOR :RED)
(BORDER :SlNGLE)
(ORIENTATION :ROW)
(LAYOUT :LINEAR)
(SPACES-BETWEEN-COLUMNS 0)
(SPACES-BEl'lNEEN·ROWS 0)

)
(DEFlNE—lNSTANCE INPUT-VALUES-1

(zprint-name 'INPUT-VALUES-1'
:doc·string 'Vlhll display input values '
zis SCREEN—TEMPLATE)

(OBJECTS
( (building—type :SLOT lNPUT·DATA BUILDING-TYPE-VAL :WlDTH 2

:COLOR :WHITE)
(INFIL :SLOT lNPUT·DATA INFIL—ACTUAL·VAL :WlDTH 1

:COLOR :WHITE)
(CAULKING :SLOT lNPUT·DATA CAULKlNG·VAL :WlDTH 1

:COLOR :WHITE)
(WEATHER·STRlP :SLOT lNPUT·DATA
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I

WEATHER·STRIPPlNG·VAL :WIDTH 1 :COLOR :WHITE)
(F|RE·PLACE :SLOT INPUT·DATA FIRE·PLACE·VAL :WIDTH

1 :COLOR :WHITE)
(STORM-DR·W|N :SLOT INPUT·DATA STORM·DOOR—WIN·VAL

:WIDTH 1 :COLOR :WHITE)
(HOT·WATER :SLOT INPUT·DATA

HOT-WATER·TEMP·SETI'ING·VAL :WIDTH 4 :COLOR :WHITE)
(TH ERMOSTAT—WINTER :SLOT INPUT·DATA

THERMOSTAT·WINTER·VAL :WIDTH 3 :COLOR :WHITE)
(THERMOSTAT-SUMMER :SLOT INPUT·DATA

THERMOSTAT-SUMMER·VAL :WIDTH 3 :COLOR :WHITE)
(EQUIPMENT :SLOT INPUT·DATA EQUIPMENT-USE·VAL

:WIDTH 1 :COLOR :WHITE)k (LIGHTING :SLOT INPUT·DATA LIGHTING-USE-VAL :WIDTH
1 :COLOR :WHITE)

(INCANDESCENT-LAMP :SLOT INPUT·DATA
INCANDESCENT-LAMP·VAL :WIDTH 3 :COLOR :WHITE)))

(CONTENTS
( ('Building type - ' building·type)

V ('lntiltration - ' INFIL)
· ('Caulking - ' CAULKING)

('Weather strip condition: · ' WEATHER-STRIP)
('Fire place - ' FlRE~PLACE)
('Storm doors & windows · ' S'I'ORM·DR-WIN)
('Hot water heater settings 'HOT·WATER' deg F')
('Thermostat winter settings 'TH ERMOSTAT·W|NTER' deg F')
('Thermostat summer settings 'THERMOSTAT—SUMMER' deg F') «
('Equipment use efiiciency - ' EQUIPMENT) _
('Lighting use efliciency - ' LIGHTING)
('Incandescent lamp percentage 'INCANDESCENT·LAM P' % ')))

(TITLE "*input·va|ues")
(TEXT-COLOR :CYAN)
(BORDER·COLOR :RED)
(BORDER :S|NGLE)
(ORIENTATION :ROW)
(LAYOUT :LlNEAR)
(SPACES-BETWEEN~COLUMNS 0)
(SPACES-BETWEEN·ROWS 0)

I
(DEFINE-INSTANCE INPUT—VALUES-2

(:print·name 'lNPUT·VALUES-2'
:doc·string "
:is SCREEN·TEMPLATE)

(OBJECTS
( (TASK :SLOT INPUT-DATA TASK-LIGHT-VAL :WIDTH 1

:COLOR :WHITE)
(WATER :SLOT INPUT-DATA WATER-USE·VAL :WIDTH 1

:COLOR :WHITE)
(EQP·AGE :SLOT INPUT·DATA EQUIPMENT-AGE·VAL :WIDTH 5
:COLOR :WHITE)

(UWALL·MAX :SLOT INPUT-DATA U-MAX·WALL·VAL
: WIDTH 5 :COLOR :WHITE)
(UROOF·MAX :SLOT INPUT·DATA U·MAX·ROOF-VAL
:WIDTH 5 :COLOR :WHITE)
(OTTV·MAX :SLOT INPUT·DATa OTI'V·MAX-VAL :WIDTH 5
:COLOR :WHITE)

(UWALL·ACTUAL :SLOT INPUT·DATA U·WALL-ACTUAL-VAL
:WIDTH 5 :COLOR :WHITE)

(UROOF-ACTUAL :SLOT INPUT·DATA U·ROOF-ACTUAL-VAL .
:WIDTH 5 :COLOR :WHITE)

(O'ITV·ACTUAL :SLOT INPUT·DATA
O'lTV—ACTUAL-VAL :WIDTH 5 zcolor zwhite
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(CONTENTS ( ('Task lighting rating - ' TASK)
('Water usage pattern — ' WATER)
('Heating equipment age · ' EOP·AGE ' Yrs')
('U max value for wall - ' UWALL·MAX)
('U max value for roof · ' UROOF·MAX)
('Ottv max - ' O'ITV—MAX)
('Calculated U for wall — ' UWALL~ACTUAL)
('Calculated U for roof · ' UROOF-ACTUAL)
('Calculated OTTV · ' OTl'V·ACTUAL)))

(TEXT·COLOR :cyan)
(BORDER-COLOR zred)
(BORDER :SlNGLE)
(ORIENTATION :ROW)
(LAYOUT :LlNEAR)
(SPACES·BEIWEEN-COLUMNS 0)
(SPACES-BETWEEN-ROWS 0)

I
_ (DEFINE·INSTANCE GO-MENU

(:print-name 'GO-MENU'
zdoc-string 'MENU TO START THE AUDIT SESSlON'
:is POPUP·CHOOSE)

(TARGET·SLOT STATUS)
(TARGET-INSTANCE THE-AUDIT)
(ANSWER :START)
(TITLE 'TO START THE CONSULTATION')
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE)
(CENTER :X·AND-Y)
(CONTENTS

( ('SELECT START FOR FIRST RUN')
('CLEAR-THEN·START FOR RE·RUN')(")
(' *START* ' :START)
I")
(' *CLEAR—THEN-START" :CLEAR·THEN·START)))

I
(DEFINE-INSTANCE INPUT-DATA

(:print-name 'INPUT-DATA'
zdoc-string "
:is INPUT-VALUES
II

(DEFINE·INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT
(zprint-name 'USER·OUTPUT'
:doc·string 'This instance contains the display control information}
:is OUTPUT·WINDOW)

(LEFT 0)
(TOP 23)
(WIDTH 80)
(HEIGHT 2)
(FOREGROUND-COLOR :RED)
(BACKGROUND·COLOR :CYAN)
(AUTO-NEWLINE :YES)
(SCROLLING zwrap)
I

(DEFINE·INSTANCE PROJECT-INFORMATION
(zprint-name 'PROJECT—lNFO'
zdoc-string 'this instance will set the slots of the instance of the-project'
zis SET-SLOT·VALUES)

(CENTER :X·AND-Y)
(BORDER-COLOR :RED)
(TITLE 'project information')
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(INSTRUCTIONS
'Enter the project name, your name and project identification number')

(REVERT-BUTTON :YES)
(DEFAULT-BUTTON :YES)
(CONTENTS

( (THE·PROJECT PRO~JECT·NAME·STRING
. ' Provide a name for the project · '
I :width 5 )
I (TH E—PROJECT CONSULTANT-NAME

' Your name — '
r :width 5 )

(THE-PROJECT PROJECT·ID
, ' Project identification number · '

:defauIt 1 :width 5 )))

N I
V User interface and hardware control rules

(DEFINE-RULE START-WITH·WELCOM E-SCREEN
(zprint-name ’START-WlTH~WELCOME·SCREEN'
:doc-string ’This causes welcome screen to be disp|ayed'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
:certainty 1.0
:exp|anation~string "
zpriority 600
zsponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN—CONTROL
WITH STATUS :STARTED)

THEN
(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT

WITH STATUS :NO)
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN—CONTROL

WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH NEW-SCREEN WELCOME·SCREEN))

(DEFINE-RULE START-THE-CONSULATATION-SESSION
(:print-name 'START-THE-CONSULATATION-SESSION'
zdoc-string "
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 800
zsponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT N
WITH STATUS :START)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT·SCREEN WELCOME-SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY
' Starting the consultationf)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH GET-USER·lNPUT·WHEN-NEW-SCREEN :NO
WITH NEW·SCREEN WORK·SCREEN))
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I (DEFINE·RULE CHANGE·STATUS-OF-EAUDIT·TO·STARTED
I (:print·name 'CHANGE·STATUS-OF-EAUDIT·TO-STARTED'

zdoc-string "I zdependency NIL
I zdirection :FORWARD

zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
:priority 1000
zsponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :INITIAL—STATUS)

I TH EN
I (E\/ALUATE (START-SCREEN (QUOTE EAUDIT)))‘ I

(DEFINE·RULE initialize-date
(zprint-name 'INITIALIZE·DATE'
zdoc-string 'Get today's date from the system caIender'

‘ zdependency NIL
I zdirection :FORWARD

zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
zpriority 700
zsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :STARTED)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS 0UTPUT—WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY
(EVALUATE

(PROGN (UPDATE-DATE)
(FORMAT NIL 'DATE IS —·S/—S/···S'

*audit·month*
"audit-day'
*audit-year*))))

(instance the~audit is audit
with month-number (evaluate *audit-month")
with day·number (evaiuate *audit-day')
with year (evaluate "audit—year*)
with status zno)

I
(DEFINE·RULE initialize-date·string

(:print·name 'INITIALIZE-DATE·STR|NG'
:doc—string 'Get today's date from the system caIender'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation—string "
zpriority 0
zsponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH MONTH·NUMBER ?MONTH
WITH DAY-NUMBER ?DAY
WITH YEAR ?YEAR)

THEN
(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT

WITH DATE·STRING
(EVALUATE

(FORMAT NIL '·•S/—•S/*·S'
?MONTH ?DAY ?YEAR)))

(INSTANCE THE—PROJECT IS PROJECT
WITH DATE
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(EVALUATE
(PROGN (UPDATE-DATE)

(FORMAT NIL 'DATE IS ··S/*S/‘·S'
"audit-month*
*audit·day‘
*audit·year*))))

I
(DEFINE-RULE CLEAR·THE-SESSION

(zprint-name 'CLEAR-THEN-START'
zdoc-string 'Get today’s date from the system calender'

~ xdependency NIL
:direction :FORWARD

I zcertainty 1.0
I zexplanation-string "I zpriority 1000
I :sponsor TOP-S PONSOR)” (INSTANCE THE—AUDIT IS AUDIT
I WITH CLEAR :YES)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY
' REMOVING THE PREVIOUSLY ENTERED VALUES AND RESETTING THE SYSTEM.

(EVALUATE (RETRACT-ALL-SLOTS 'THE-PROJECTI)
(EVALUATE (RETRACT-ALL-SLOTS ’INPUT·DATA))
(EVALUATE (RETRACT-ALL·SLOTS ’THE·BUDGET))
(EVALUATE (RETRACT-ALL·SLOTS ’DUMMY·|NSTANCE))
(EVALUATE (RETRACT-ALL-SLOTS 'BEGIN-INFERENCEI)

(INSTANCE THE·AUDIT IS AUDIT WITH CLEAR :NO)
I
(DEFINE-RULE BACK·TO-WELCOME-SCREEN-AND·CLEAR

(xprint-name 'BACK TO WELCOME SCREEN'
:doc·string "
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
:priority 1000
zsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE THE·AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH END·SESSION :YES)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY
' Ending the interview and going back to welcome screenf)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH NEW·SCREEN WELCOME-SCREEN)

(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH END·SESSION :NO
WITH STATUS :NO
WITH CLEAR :YES))

(DEFINE-RULE CLEAR-THEN-START-THE—SESSION
(zprint-name ”
zdoc-string ”
zdependency NIL
:direction :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
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I

l zexplanatlon-string "
I

:prlority 1000
:sponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :CLEAR-THEN·START)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW’ WITH DISPLAY

' SETI'ING AUDIT SLOTS START AND CLEAR.') .
(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT

with status zstart

l
WITH CLEAR :YES)

„ I
(DEFINE-RULE TEST

(zprint-name ’TEST'
:doc—string 'This rule retracts an assertion made for staring Inference, displays recommendations

and Ilnally transfers control back to work·screen.'
' zdependency NIL
I zdirection :FORWARD

zcertainty 1.0
:expIanatIon·string "
zpriority 200
zsponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(START·INFERENCE·WITHOUT-AMOUNT) —> 7p
(or (INSTANCE BEGINJNFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE·OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE BEGIN·lNFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH DIRECT-FIRE·OUTPUT YES))
THEN

(EVALUATE (SEND *TERMINAL·IO* :CLEAR·SCREEN))
(EVALUATE (SETF PROJECT·LlST (MAKE·A-LIST ’THE-PROJECT)))
(EVALUATE (SETF FINAL·L|ST (APPEND PROJECT-LIST RECOM-LlST)))
(EVALUATE (FlNAL·PRlNT FINAL·LIST))
(EVALUATE (READ-LINE) (SEND *TERMINAL·lO* :CLEAR«SCREEN))
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY ' That’s all folks. < HIT RETURN > ')
;;;lNSERT FILE SAVING FUNCTIONS LATER

(EVALUATE (DEFPARAMETER RECOM·LlST ()))
(EVALUATE (DEFPARAMETER FINAL-LIST ()))
(EVALUATE (DEFPARAMETER COUNTER·R 0))
(EVALUATE (DEFPARAMETER COUNT-LIST-ELM 0))
(EVALUATE (RETRACT-ALL·SLOTS ’BEGIN·INFERENCE))
(retract ?p)

AND-THEN
(EVALUATE (READ-LINE)

(SEND ‘TERMINAL·IO* :CLEAR·SCREEN))
(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN·CONTROL

WITH NEW-SCREEN WORK-SCREEN)
I
(DEFlNE·RULE ASK·PROJECT-INFORMATION

(zprint-name "
:doc·string "
zdependency NIL
zdlrection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 699 xsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(OR (INSTANCE THE-PROJECT IS PROJECT
WITH-UNKNOWN PROJECT-NAME-STRING 7)

(INSTANCE THE-PROJECT IS PROJECT
WITH·UNKNOWN PROJECT-ID 7))
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(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :START)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT·SCREEN WORK-SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT

WITH STATUS :IN-PROGRESS)
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY _
ttttttttttt(INSTANCE

PROJECT-INFORMATION IS SET-SLOT-VALUES
WITH GO :YES))

(DEFINE-RULE ASK·FOR-INPUT·DATA-1
(zprint-name "
zdoc-string "
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1,0
zexplanation-string "
:priority 698
:sponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(OR (INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT·VALUES
WITH-UNKNOWN INFIL·ACTUAL·VAL 7)

(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT·VALUES
WITH-UNKNOWN üre—pIace-vaI 7))

(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :IN·PROGRESS)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN·CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT-SCREEN WORK-SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY

(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA·‘I IS SET-SLOT-VALUES
WITH GO :YES))

(DEFINE·RULE ASK-FOR-INPUT·DATA·2
(zprint-name "
:doc·string "
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 697
zsponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(OR (INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT·VALUES
WITH-UNKNOWN STORM-DOOR·WIN-VAL 7)

(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES
WITH-UNKNOWN WATER·USE-VAL 7))

(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :IN·PROGRESS)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT-SCREEN WORK-SCREEN)

THEN
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I

(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW
WITH CLEAR :YES)

(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW
WITH DISPLAY

(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA-2 IS SET—SLOT-VALU ES
WITH GO :YES))

(DEFINE·RULE ASK·FOR-INPUT·DATA·3
(:print—name "
:doc·string "
zdependancy NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
xpriority 696
zsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(OR (INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES
WITH-UNKNOWN EQUIPMENT-USE-VAL 7)

(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES
WITH—UNKNOWN TASK-LIGHT·VAL 7))

(INSTANCE THE·AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :IN·PROGRESS)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT·SCREEN WORK-SCREEN)

THEN .
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
”

(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW
WITH DISPLAY ' xxanxnuen I)

° (INSTANCE INPUT·DATA·3 IS SET·SLOT-VALUES
WITH GO :YES)

I
(DEFINE-RULE ASK·FOR—INPUT·DATA-4

(:print·name "
zdoc-string "
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
zpriority 695
zsponsor TOP—SPONSOR)

(OR (INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES
WITH—UNKNOWN U·MAX-WALL·VAL 7)

(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES
WITH-UNKNOWN OTTV-ACTUAL-VAL 7))

(INSTANCE THE·AUD|T IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :IN·PROGRESS)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT·SCREEN WORK-SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY
ttttttttk tttttttt! I)

(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA-4 IS SET-SLOT-VALU ES
WITH GO :YES))
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I (DEFINE·RULE FIND·THE·VALUE~TO·FILL·AMOUNT

(xprint-name "
rdoc-string "
:dependency NIL
:directIon :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
zpriority 694
zsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE DUMMY-INSTANCE IS DUMMY-FRAME
WITH-UNKNOWN TO·POP-AMOUNT-YES·NO 7)

·
(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT‘ WITH STATUS :IN-PROGRESS) -
(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL

WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT·SCREEN WORK·SCREEN)

THEN” _ (INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW
I WITH CLEAR :YES)

(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW
WITH DISPLAY

' ASKING IF AMOUNT HAS BEEN ALLOCATED FOR RETROFIT')
(INSTANCE SET·DUMMY-AMT·VAL IS SET-SLOT-VALUES

WITH GO :YES))
(DEFINE-RULE ASK-FOR-BUDGET

(zprint-name "
:doc—strIng "
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
xcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
xpriority 693
xsponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE DUMMY·INSTANCE IS DUMMY-FRAME
WITH TO-POP·AMOUNT·YES·NO YES)

(INSTANCE THE—BUDGET IS BUDGET
WITH-UNKNOWN AMOUNT 7)

(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :IN-PROGRESS)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN·CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT-SCREEN WORK·SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY’ Asking the amount aIIocated for retrofit')
(INSTANCE AMOUNT-TO·SPEND IS POPUP·CHOOSE

WITH GO :YES)
I
(DEFINE·RULE AMOUNT-SELECTED

(:print·name "
:doc·string "'
cdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string ”
zpriority 1000
zsponsor TOP·SPONSOR)

I
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(INSTANCE THE·BUDGET IS BUDGET
WITH AMOUNT ?X)

(INSTANCE THE~AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :lN—PROGRESS)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN~CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNlNG
WITH CURRENT·SCREEN WORK·SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY
' PLEASE CONFIRM INPUT VALUES')

(INSTANCE CONFIRM·BEGIN·INFERENCE IS SET~SLOT-VALUES
WITH GO :YES)I.

( DEFINE~RULE WITH·OUT-AMOUNT

i
(:PRINT-NAME 'WITH-OUT-AMOUNT'
:DOC·STRING "I'HIS RULE FIRES WHEN THE AMOUNT IS NULL AND INFERENCE IS NECESSARY'
:DEPENDENCY NIL
:DIRECTION :FORWARD
:CERTAINTY 1.0
:PRIOR|TY 693
:SPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE DUMMY·INSTANCE IS DUMMY-FRAME
WITH TO-POP·AMOUNT~YES-NO NO)

(INSTANCE THE-AUDIT IS AUDIT
WITH STATUS :IN·PROGRESS)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN·CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNN|NG
WITH CURRENT·SCREEN WORK·SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY
'PLEASE CONFIRM INPUT VALUES')

(INSTANCE CONFIRM·BEGIN·INFERENCE IS SET·SLOT-VALUES
WITH GO :YES)

I
(DEFINE-RULE VALUES-INCORRECT

(zprint-name ’VALUES-lNCORRECT'
zdoc-string 'When values are incorrect this rules looks back to reinserting vaIues.'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 1000
zsponsor TOP—S PONSOR)

(INSTANCE BEGINJNFERENCE IS INFERENCE „
WITH FIRE-OUTPUT NO)

THEN
(EVALUATE (RETRACT—ALL·SLOTS 'BEGIN-INFERENCE))

I
(DEFINE-RULE INFERENCE-FROM-SCRN

(;print·name "
zdoc-string "
xdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
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I :6xpIanatIon-string "I zpriority 693
zsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE BEGIN·INFERENCE IS INFERENCE
WITH DIRECT·FIRE·OUTPUT YES)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT-SCREEN WORK·SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT—WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
I (INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT—WINDOW
. WITH DISPLAY

' I AM WORKING ON THE PROBLEM NOW')
(START-INFERENCE·WITHOUT·AMOUNT)

I
(DEFINE·RULE START-!NFERENCE·NO-AMOUNT

V
(zprint-name "
zdoc-string "
:dependency NIL
:direction :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 700
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE THE-BUDGET IS BUDGET
WITH-UNKNOWN AMOUNT ?)

(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE
WITH FIRE·OUTPUT YES)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT-SCREEN WORK·SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT—WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY‘ ' I AM WORKING ON THE PROBLEM NOW')
(START·INFERENCE·WITHOUT-AMOUNT)

I
(DEFINE·RULE START·INFERENCE-WITH-AMOUNT

(zprint-name "
:doc—string "
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·strIng "
zpriority 700
zsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE THE-BUDGET IS BUDGET
WITH AMOUNT ?X)

(INSTANCE BEGIN·INFERENCE IS INFERENCE
WITH F|RE·OUTPUT YES)

(INSTANCE EAUDIT IS SCREEN-CONTROL
WITH STATUS :RUNNING
WITH CURRENT-SCREEN WORK·SCREEN)

THEN
(INSTANCE USER-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT—WINDOW

WITH CLEAR :YES)
(INSTANCE USER·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT—WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY
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V 'I AM WORKING ON THE PROBLEM NOW')
V - (START-INFERENCE-WITH-AMOUNT)I I

;;;;RULE FOR HELP
(DEFINE·RULE FIRE-ABOUT-THE-SYSTEM

(zprint-name "
zdoc-string "
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD

V zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
:priority 900
zsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE DUMMY-INSTANCE IS DUMMY·FRAME
WITH HELP-ENTER—VALUES PROGRAM )

THEN

V
(INSTANCE HELP-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW

WITH DISPLAY ('

" ABOUT THIS PROGRAM *

":REI'URN
":RETURN
' lNTRODUCTlON'

:REI'URN
' This program is designed to think intelligently and logically work on the

data you provide to base it recommendations. The knowledge and heuristics
for the purpose were provided by on-campus experts. Hope you enjoy the'

xreturn
' session'

zreturn
zreturn

":return
' The help screen menu gives you items to select.'

xreturn
' ' The Iirst choice brings up this screen.'

zreturn
' Selecting data entry guides you through the procedure on entering data'

:return
' as the question menus popup one by one. Alternate procedure is suggested'

zreturn
' for the advanced user'

zreturn
' Selecting ’values choices item' explains the answer choices to the questions.'))
AND-THEN

(EVALUATE (READ-CHAR) (SEND *TERMINAL·lO* :CLEAR·SCREEN))
(EVALUATE (SLOT·RETRACT·VALUE ’DUMMY-INSTANCE 'HELP-ENTER·VALUES))

I
(DEFINE-RULE FIRE-HELP·ENTER-VALUES

(:print—name "
:doc·string "
zdependency NIL
xdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 900
zsponsor TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE DUMMY-INSTANCE IS DUMMY-FRAME
WITH HELP-ENTER-VALUES help-value-enter )
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THEN
(INSTANCE HELP-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WlNDOW

WITH DISPLAY ('

* DATA ENTRY *

:RETURN
' Remember to press < print scrn key> to get a print out of this help text'

:RETURN
' before moving to next page.'

:RETURN

' HOW DO l ENTER VALUES ?'
:RETURN

' There are three methods of data entry.'
:return

' ' We will discuss each method in the steps which you need to follow.'
:return

' METHOD l'
zreturn

' a) Move the box curser to the '*’ on the welcome screen and hit enter. Make '
:return

' a choice by the highlighted bar to start or clear·before-start and press'
:return

' enter selecting clear—before·start resets the system. You may need to '
:return

' restart if some one has used the system before.'
:return

' b) Selecting start or the other choice automatically popsup the necessary'
:return

' questions menus. Answer the questions by using the arrow keys. Follow '
:return

' the step bellow to answer each question.'
:return

' 1) Move the curser to the question field opposite the arrow mark'
:return

' 2) Hit enter. Most questions have a predefined choices due to the'
:return

' nature of the answer, therefore another menu popsup. make your'
:return

' choice and hit enter. You should see your choice in front of the'
:return

' question highlighted. By pressing enter you can change it or remove'
:Return

' completely by selecting retract value.'
:return

'PRESS ANY KEY TO CONT|NUE'))
(EVALUATE (READ-CHAR) (SEND *TERMlNAL-IO" :CLEAR·SCREEN))
(INSTANCE HELP-OUTPUT IS OUTPUT-WINDOW
WITH DISPLAY (

' 3) To answer the next question move with arrow key to the next field'
:return

' repeat step b-2 (step above). Repeat this step for each question'
:return

' c) When the last question is answered select OK. This takes you to next '
:return

' popup question screen. Repeat step b 1 through b 3 until the last'
:return

' question screen. The system will guide you from thereon.'
:return
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"zreturn
' METHOD Il'

:RETURN
Sräéruau

' Remember to hit print screen for a hard copy before going to next page'
:return

' a) Select screens by pressing ALT & S keys together to go to work screen'
:return

' by passing the popup question screens.'
:return

' b) In the different boxes go to each label and enter you data respectiveIy"
:return

' c) When done, select run by pressing ALT & R key together. Answer a the'
:return

' question and wait for the recommendatlonsf
:return

":return’ METHOD Ill'
:RETURN
ÄEFÜRN

' a) Select Questions by pressing ALT & Qkey together!
:return

' b) Choose the question popup screen you want to answer and press enter.'
:return

' c) Answer the questions as in step b1 through b3 in method I.'))
AND-THEN

(EVALUATE (READ—CHAR) (SEND *TERMINAL—IO* :CLEAR-SCREEN))
(EVALUATE (SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE ’DUMMY·INSTANCE ’HELP·ENTER·VALUES))

I
(DEFINE-RULE FlRE—HELP·VALUE-MEANING

(:print·name "
:doc~string "
cdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 900
zsponsor TOP~SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE DUMMY·lNSTANCE IS DUMMY-FRAME
WITH HELP·ENTER—VALUES VALUE-MEANING )

THEN
(INSTANCE HELP·OUTPUT IS OUTPUT·WlNDOW

WITH DISPLAY ('

* VALUE CHOICES *

:RETURN
' You select a field opposite the question in question menu screen or opposite'

:return
' label on work screen. By hitting enter a menu popsup when selection is '

:return
' available. In other cases a range has been setup, so you have to enter '

:return
' number. The system tells you when the number is out ol range!

:return
"zreturn
' 1) Many of the answer to the questions are on the scale of 0 through 4 where'APPENDIXC114



° :return
I ' where 0 is excellent and 4 Is the worst condition possibIe.'

:return
' In such an instance select menu popsup and you make a choice.'

:return
' 2) In case of age the number to enter should be in years.'

:return
" 3) When asked for percentage, enter the number between 0 and 100.'

:Return
"zreturn’ PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE’))
AN D·THEN

I (EVALUATE (READ-CHAR) (SEND *TERMINAL-IO' :CLEAR·SCREEN))
(I5/ALUATE (SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE 'DUMMY·lNSTANCE ’HELP·ENTER-VALUES))

I

V
Inference rules

(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION-WHEN·INFIL·HIGH
(zprint-name "

zdoc-string 'This rule lires when intiltration value is greater than or equal to 1.'
zdependency NIL
:direction :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:exp|anation·string ' ' -
zpriority 650
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE
. WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)

(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES
WITH INFIL·ACTUAL-VAL ?VAL)

(< ==· 1 ?vaI)
THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRlTE·LlNE
'. Close all openings to exterior, unheated spaces and spaces not in use.'))
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE·LlNE
'. Close or cover all exhausts, openings of mechanical equipments through

waIIs.'))
I
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION-WHEN·CAULK|NG-HIGH
(cprint-name "

:doc·string 'This rule fires when caulking value is higher than 1'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 649
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START-!NFERENCE—WITHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH CAULKING·VAL ?VAL) _
(< = 1 ?VAL)

TH EN
(EVALUATE
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(RECOM·LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. Caulk all cracks of doors, windows and, envelop and enclosure joints.'))
l
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION·WHEN·WEATHERSTRIP-HIGH

(:print·name "
cdoc-string "I’his rule fires when the weatherstripping value is greater or equal to I'
zdependency NIL
xdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 648
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START-INFERENCE-WlTHOUT·AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE·OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT·VALUES

·
WITH weather·stripping-val ?VAL)

V (< 1 ?vAI.)
,

‘
THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE·LlNE
'. Reinstall weatherstrips to all doors and windows/'))
I(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION-WHEN-FIREPLACE·HIGH

(:print·name "
:doc·string 'This rule fires when the fireplace design value is greater than or equal to 1'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:explanation-string "
zpriority 647
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START-!NFERENCE·WlTHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN·INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FlRE·OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

‘ WITH fire-place-val ?VAL)
(< == 1 ?VAL)

TI-IEN
(EVALUATE
(RECOM~LINE :WRITE-LINE

'. Close fire place damper completely, cover the openings when not in use.'))
I
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION-WHEN·FIREPLACE·AMOUNT-HIGH

(:print·name "
:doc·string 'This rule fires when the value for fire-place design is greater than 2'
:dependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
xexplanation-string "
zpriority 646
:SPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(START·lNFERENCE·WITHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGlN·lNFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH üre-place-val ?VAL)
( < 2 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE
(RECOM·LlNE :WRlTE—LlNE

'. Induce outdoor air directly to fire place combustion chamber and eliminate
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indoor air supply completely.'))
I
(DEFlNE·RULE RECOMMENDATION-WHEN·STORM-DOOR-WIN-NO

(:print·name "
:doc·string 'This rule fires when storm door and windows are not instaI|ed'
:dependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
:priorIty 645
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START-INFERENCE—WlTHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE·OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES _

WITH storm·door-win·vaI no)
THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM·LINE :WRlTE·L|NE
'. Install storm doors and windows to reduce in1i|tration.'))
I
(DEFINE·RULE RECOMMENDATION-WHEN·HEATER-SEl"I“ING·HlGH

(zprint-name "
zdoc-string 'This rule fires when heater settings are high'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
xpriority 644
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START-!NFERENCE-WITHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN·INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT—VALUES

WITH HOT·WATER-TEMP·SEI”l’ING·VAL ?VAL)
(< 120 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM·LINE :WRITE—LINE
'. Reduce heater temperature to 120 Deg F or Iower.'))
I
(DEFINE·RULE RECOMMENDATION-THERMOSTAT-WINTER·HIGH
(zprint-name "

:doc·string 'This rule fires when thermostat winter settings are set very high'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "zpriority 643 ‘
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START·INFERENCE·W|THOUT·AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN·INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE—OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH THERMOSTAT-WINTER—VAL ?VAL)
(< = 69 ?VAL )

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE—LINE
'. Reduce heating temperatures to 68 Deg F when the space is in use
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and lower to 58 Deg F when space is not in use during wInter.'))
I
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION-THERMOSTATSUMMER—HIGH

(:print·name "
zdoc-string 'This rule Iires when the cooling temperatures are set high or thermostat temperature

settings are below 75 DEG F'
zdependency NIL
:direction :FORWARD
:certainty 1.0
:expIanation—string "
zpriority 642
:SPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(START—lNFERENCE·WlTHOUT—AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN—lNFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT·VALUES

WITH THERMOSTAT·SUMMER-VAL ?VAL)
(< - ?VAL 74)

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. increase thermostat settings to 75 Deg F when the space is in
use and increase to 80 Deg F or higher when space is not in use
for summer.'))
I
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION-INCANDESCENT-LAMP·H|GH

(:print-name "'
:doc—string 'This rule fires when any percentage of Iighting is incandescent Iamp'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
:priority 641
:SPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(START-INFERENCE—WITHOUT·AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE·OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH INCANDESCENT-LAMP-VAL ?VAL)
(< 0 ?VAL )

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM·LlNE :WRITE-LINE
'. Replace incandescent Iamps having 75W or more with by lower wattage Iamps
up to 50% '))
I

(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION—lNCANDESCENT-TO-FLUORESCENT
(:print·name "
zdoc-string "I'his rule fires when percentage of incandescent Iighting is above or equal to 50%.'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:expIanation·string "
zpriority 640
:SPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(START—INFERENCE·WITHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH INCANDESCENT·LAMP~VAL ?VAL)
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(< — 50 7VAL )
„ THEN‘ (EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE·L|NE
'. Depending on the preference incandescent light fixtures may be replaced
with fluorescent lights or with high intensity discharge Iamps where possible '
III
(DEFINE~RULE RECOMMENDATION·TURN-POWER-OFF

(zprint-name "
:doc·string 'This rule fires when equipment use pattern is rated above 1'
zdependency NIL
:direction :FORWARD
xcertainty 1.0
:explanation-string "
zpriority 639
:SPONSOR TOP~SPONSOR)

l
(START·INFERENCE-WITHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGINJNFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH BUILDING-TYPE-VAL ?val)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH LIGHTING-USE—VAL 0)
(INSTANCE INPUT—DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH EQUIPMENT-USE—VAL ?VAL)
(< 1 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. Turn off all power to the equipments and spaces when not in use.'))
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. Use appliances at full load capacity and match the size of the
appliance with the task.' ))
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. Replace all out·dated equipments with higher efficient equipments.'))
I
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATlON·EOUIPMENT-VAL·GREATER

(:print·name "
:doc·string 'This rule fires when equipment use pattern is rated equal to 2 or greater.'
zdependency NIL
:direction :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:explanation-string "
zpriority 638
:SPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(START·lNFERENCE·WlTHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN·INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FlRE·OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH BUILDING-TYPE-VAL ?vaI)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH LIGHTING-USE·VAL O)
(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH EQUIPMENT-USE-VAL ?VAL)
(< === 2 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE
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'. Clean all filters in heating/cooling duct systems, drain
sedlments and mlneral deposits from water heater.'))
(EVALUATE

(RECOM·LlNE :WRITE-LINE
'. Adjust all boiler running on gas/oil burners to produce a clean blue
water flame.'))
l
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION-TASK·LlGHT|NG _

(xprint-name "
zdoc-string 'This rule fires when the building is designed with improper task lighting'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "’
zpriorlty 637
:SPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(START-INFERENCE-WlTHOUT·AMOUNT)

V
(INSTANCE BEG|N—lNFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT~DATA IS INPUT·VALUES

WITH TASK·LIGHTING-VAL ?VAL)
(< 0 ?VAL)

THEN
(Evaluate

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE-LINE’. Renovate Iighting locations based on tasks'))
l
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION·FOR·WATER-WASTE

(:print~name "
zdoc-string 'This rule fires when a wasteful pattern of water use is and rated above 2 observed'
:dependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 636
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START-INFERENCE·WITI-IOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE·OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE lNPUT·DATA IS INPUT·VALUES

WITH WATER-USE-VAL ?VAL)
(< 2 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. Install water limiter to all water outlets and water damper in
water·closets.'))
l
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATlON·OLD·HEATER

(zprint-name "
:doc-string 'This rule üres when the heater is old"
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
:certainty 1.0
zexplanation-string "
zpriority 635
ZSPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(START-INFERENCE-WITHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN·INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FlRE—OUTPUT YES)
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(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH EQUIPMENT-AGE-VAL ?VAL)
(< 10 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. Install insulation to old hot water heater.'))
I
(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION-U·WALL

(zprint-name "
:doc·string 'This rule fires when Uo MAX is greater than Uow'
zdependency NIL ‘
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanatlon-string "
:priority 634
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START-INFERENCE·WlTHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH U—WALL·ACTUAL-VAL ?VAL)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH U·MAX-WALL-VAL ?VAL1)
(< ?VAL1 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. Add insulation to exterior walls if possibIe.')))

(DEFINE·RULE RECOMMENDATION-U—ROOF
(:print·name "
zdoc-string 'This rule lires when Uor is greater than Uo MAX'
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanaticn-string "
zpriority 633
:SPONSOR TOP-SPONSOR)

(START-INFERENCE-WITHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FIRE-OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH U·ROOF-ACTUAL·VAL ?VAL)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH U·MAX-ROOF·VAL ?VAL1)
(< ?VAL1 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM·LINE :WRITE-LINE
'. Add insulation to roof/ceiling up to R19 or better.')))

(DEFINE·RULE RECOMMENDATION-OTTV
(:print·name "
:doc·string 'This rule fires when UTTV is greater than
OTTV MAX'
cdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
:exp|anation·string "
zpriority 632
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(START-!NFERENCE-WITHOUT-AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGINJNFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH FlRE·OUTPUT YES)
(INSTANCE INPUT·DATA IS INPUT-VALUES

WITH OT'l'V-ACTUAL-VAL ?VAL)
(INSTANCE INPUT-DATA IS INPUT·VALUES

WITH OTl’V·MAX·VAL ?VAL1)
(< ?VAL1 ?VAL)

THEN
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRlTE-LINE
'. Add insulation to floor over vented crawl space or unheated
basement to R11 or better.')))

(DEFINE-RULE RECOMMENDATION
(:print·name "
zdoc-string
zdependency NIL
zdirection :FORWARD
zcertainty 1.0
zexplanation-string ”
zpriority 631
:SPONSOR TOP·SPONSOR)

(START-lNFERENCE-WITHOUT·AMOUNT)
(INSTANCE BEGIN-INFERENCE IS INFERENCE

WITH F|RE·OUTPUT YES)
THEN .
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WR|TE·LlNE °
'. From the following, Ignore those recommendations not applicable to
your project:-'))
(EVALUATE‘ (RECOM·L|NE:WRlTE-LINE

'. Install overhang to all southern oriented glazings for summer
shading.'))
(EVALUATE

'. Install solar hot water system as preheater to existing domestic
hot water heater.'))
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRlTE·LlNE
'. Retrofit direct-gain passive solar energy system to southern
oriented glazing area with thermal mass.'))
(EVALUATE

(RECOM-LINE :WRlTE—L|NE
'. Landscape for wind barrier and/or shading.'))
l
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Energy Audit Expert System: Users manual

The system is designed to provide recommendations for retrotiting residential and light-

commercial buildings. These recommendations are based on the input values you provide

from your check list. The system at its present state of development may be operated by any

one familiar with Energy survey and audit techniques. The method of this survey dealing with

the check list is provided in appendix A.

The program in appendix E can be loaded on a machine which has Goldworks (Expert System

Shell) installed on it. Following is the entire procedure for operating this system:

A Preparing the computer to run the ES shell:

1. Turn on the power switch.

2. Wait for the C> drive prompt.

3. Type GW and hit return.

4. Wait for the computer screen to display the Goldwork ’s introductory screen with the

menu bar at the top.APPENDIX D 123
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5, When the Goldworks(GW) screen is displayed press the Alt and S keys together. Move

the Highlighted bar (Hbar) and select load, then hit return.

6. The load screen will be displayed. Move Hbar to the center box, first line. (Donot change

the default path displayed above this box,). Hit return and the Hbar will disappear. Type

c:lgwlscrnlloadscrn.fas and hit return. The Hbar will appear veiling the line you just

}
typed in. Move the Hbar to the next line with down arrow key and hit return. The Hbar

, disappears. Insert the disk from appendix E in drive a type az/audit.Isp and hit return.

V The Hbar will again reappear. Move the bar to the square bracket box at the bottom,

which says clear before loading. Hit return so that a check mark( x ) appears in the

square brackets. Move to load and hit return.

7. The system will first clear, the a message saying 'loading screen toolkit’ will be dis-

pIayed.' After loading the shell will load the audit file. Once the loading of the files

specified is completed, the system will display a message saying ’specified files loaded.’

The system is now ready for running. Press ALT & R together, then from the menu select Run

by moving the Hbar to run and hiting return. In a few moments, the energy audit welcome

screen is displayed with the menu bar containing: 1) screen 2) ' and 3) help. The help facility

is provided in on the welcome screen and the next screen, the work·screen.

The consulting system is now ready to work on your problem. Following are some operations

to remember when working with this or any other consulting system developed using this

shell:

1. Always remember to hit return to enter values. The Hbar disappears indicating that you

can input data.
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2. Remember to hit return after the data is entered causing the Hbar to reappear. lf you

have to delete the data you just entered, make the Hbar disappear, delete previous data

and then enter new data. (Do not forget to hit return.)

3. To go to an item in the menu bar at the top of the screen, press ALT & the Flrst letter of

the menu item you wish to select. This will pull down a menu associated with that item.

select the necessary item from the pull down menu by moving the Hbar to the item, then

hit return. Example, to get help on the work screen press ALT & H, and a menu with

choices drops. Select the item by moving the Hbar and hitting return.

B. Working with the Audit Expert System:

The welcome screen displays instructions. From this screen you can proceed further in three

different methods depending on your familiarity with the shell and the energy audit system:

Method A

You will need your completed check list from appendix A and heat transmission related values

from your calculation sheets. These will be data you supply the system. The system infers

by checking the data you supplied against threshold values for each input data and then

comes up with its recommendations if the supplied value is above the threshold, etc.

1. While reading the welcome you will notice an asterisk mark with instructions ’seIect here.’

This will be the first method of working with the energy audit system. Select the asterisk

by moving to it and hitting return. A menu will pop up with ’start’ and ’clear·then—start',

choices. lf you have not loaded the program yourself, and the computer displayes the

welcome screen, then select clear·then·start; otherwise you may select start and hit re-

turn.
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2. ln a few moments, a work·screen with a pop·up menu will be displayed. The work-screen

displays all the values you enter through these pop·up menus which will pop sequentially.

The first popup menu request general information, such as name of project, project

number etc. You answer these questions by using the data entering procedure described

above. The format of the pop·up menu is something like a questionnaire with OK and

revert buttons at the bottom. Once all the values in the menu are filled·in, you move to

OK button and hit return. lf you wish to change individual values, simply move to the

value you wish to change and change it by following the procedure Iaid out in the most

important section above. lf you wish to change all the values or most ofthem, then select

the revert button. This will remove all the values entered in the displayed pop up window.

You can then re—enter the correct values and select the OK button. This takes you to the

next popup window. Enter the values as above and select OK for next set of questions

popup window.

3. When you reach the budget popup window requesting for budget allocated for retrotit,

select no and hit return. A pop·up window requests you to verify the values entered.

Check all the values entered by comparing the values in your check·list to the values

displayed in the work·screen. Select yes ifthe values are OK, then select OK. The system

begins inference and within seconds print its recommendations.

4. Follow the instructions at the bottom of the screen.

5. lf you followed the instructions correctly, you should have a set of recommendations.

Mark them according to the project.

6. You will notice the work·screen again.

7. From here you may either quit by selecting end session(press alt and e key together) or

continue with new project using method B or C.
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Method B

ln this method you may directly go to the work—screen by pressing the ALT & S keys together,

then selecting work-screen. Once the system displays ethe work—screen or if you are in the

work—screen from the previous run and wish to continue, follow the steps below:

| 1. Select the questions item from the menu bar by moving to it or pressing the alt and Q

V keys together. When the pull down menu appears select the question popup window you

wish to enter the values for.

2. After selecting the popup menu hit return.

3. The selected popup window appears overlaying the work-screen. Answer the questions

by entering the appropriate values as in step 2 of method A, then select OK.

4. Similiarly, answer all other question pop-up windows. The system is not yet configured

for budget, therefore the answer to that question must be no.

5. Once all the values are entered, select run and hit return. The system makes inferences

based on the values you entered and makes the recommendations

6. Follow the instructions at the bottom of the screen. This will give you a set of printed

recommendations.

7. Repeat the process again or quit by selecting end-session.
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If you have familiarized with the system thoroughly, you could use this method to run the

system. If you select this method follow these steps:

1. Select and go to work-screen as in step 1 of method B.

2. Enter your data directly onto the working screen against their identifiers in the work-

screen. Complete the work-screen.
n

3. Select Run, and wait for the system to make recommendation and follow the instructions

V at the bottom of the recommendation screen.

4. Repeat the process if necessary or quit.
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APPENDIX E
Prototype user responses
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I
I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, S. S. KARANDIKAR, 4/08/S9.

ENERGY AUDIT EXPERT SYSTEMS

SIEHE! IIALQAHQE SHE!1
EVALUATOR s ei

II STATUS UGRAD / GRAD PHD
PROGRAM __' _ - A-

1. HAVE YOU HAD A COURSE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS COURSE '?

I (SELECT ONE) YES // NO

2. IF YES PRINT NAME COURSE $8

3. WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE LEVEL WITH COMPUTERS ? (TICK ONE)

NONE SOME ' EXCEPTIONAL

4. HOW DID THE RETROFIT RECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN BY THE SYSTEM
COMPARE WITH THE GNCES IN YOUR CLASS REPORT ‘? (TICK ONE)

EXCELLENT / SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

5. ON FOLLOWING LINES PRINT THE COMMENTS ABOUT THE FEATURES OF
THE PROGRAM

L- _ _ -. 5) ·—·II;„3z_) 3;.;; 7**-**-3, ¤"l;¤„( s:;fqI>

IL « : TI-**5 P‘!1·E,e«>··V #4: ·f cr- H-*1i» @47:-*

6. PLEASE PROVIDE ANY SUGGESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE ON THE FOLLOWING
LINES

I
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, S. S. KARANDIKAR, 4/08/$Q_

ENERGY AUDIT EXPERT SYSTEMS
SIEHE! IYALQAHQN SHIRT.EVALUATOR if L
STATUS UGRAD E GRAD PHI?
PROGRAM Ag gg' (TP QTUQ P-
1. HAVE YOU HAD A COURSE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS COURSE ?

(SELECT ONE) YES Z C NO

2. IF YES PRINT NAME 5,:;; \: COURSE #8 ql

3. WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE LEVEL WITH COMPUTERS ? (TICK ONE)

NONE SOME 5/ EXCEPTIONAL

4. HOW DID THE RETROFIT RECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN BY THE SYSTEM
COMPARE WITH THE ONCE$ IN YOUR CLASS REPORT ?

(~TI€“K ONE)/ ¢*·*2„¢M
EXCELLENT \/SATISFACTORY { UNSATISEACTORY

5. ON FOLLOWING LINES PRINT THE COMMENTS ABOUT THE FEATURES CF
THE PROGRAM _

5

,56.PLEASE PROVIDE ANY SUGGESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE ON THE FOLLOWING
LINES
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, S. S. KARANDIKAR,4/08/89.ENERGY

AUDIT EXPERT SYSTEMS

SXBIIMB IYALQAHQN QHEKI
EVALUATOR ¤ Ö
STATUS UGRAD GRAD PHD
PROGRAM gzcp g
1. HAVE YOU HAD A COURSE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS COURSE ?

(SELECT ONE) YES X NO

2. IF YES PRINT NAME grjggay QEEÜGU COURSE tt 50; {

3. WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE LEVEL WITH COMPUTERS ? (TICK ONE)

NONE SOME E; EXCEPTIONAL
I

4. HOW DID THE RETROPIT PECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN BY THE SYSTEM
COMPARE WITH THE CNS':] IN YOUR CLASS REPORT ? (TICK ONE)

EXCELLENT L SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

5. ON FOLLOWING LINES PRINT THE COMMENTS ABOUT THE FEATURES OF
THE PROGRAM
avtqg,6.

PLEASE PROVIDE ANY SUGGESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE ON THE FOLLOWING
LINES
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. S. S. KARANDIKAR. 4/08/89.

ENERGY AUDIT EXPERT SYSTEMS

EXBIIMI IIALSJAIIQM Hill'!
EVALUATOR 8 ;*
STATUS UGRAD GRAD PHD /

..... ...... ..\....
PROGRAM

1. HAVE YOU HAD A COURSE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS COURSE ?

· (SELECT ONE) YES (’/ NO

2. IF YES PRINT NAME «j auf J «·[D _ _ „_ ·-{COURSE 8 5E??;-
1

3. WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE LEVEL WITH COMPUTERS ? (TICK ONE)

NONE SOME »/ EXCEPTIONAL

4. HOW DID THE RETROFIT RECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN BY THE SYSTEM
COMPARE WITH THE ONCE[ IN YOUR CLASS REPORT ? (TICK ONE)

EXCELLENT »/ SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

5. ON FOLLOWING LINES PRINT THE COMMENTS ABOUT THE FEATURES OF
THE PROGRAM

jhg-gärfgg6.

PLEASE PROVIDE ANY SUGGESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE ON THE FOLLOWING
LINES
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